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ABSTRACT.
The work described In this then is  was in itiated  in response 
to motivation from the needs of industry, the desire to investigate 
the performance of a process control computer in a re la tively  novel 
application as well as to provide training :in methods of research.
Ever-increasing labour costs have caused the automotive and 
petroleum industries to seek new means of maintaining the throughout 
of engine testing  work. Their task has been made more d if f ic u lt  by 
the stringent te s t  regulations that have been introduced with the 
very commendable intention of reducing atmospheric pollution. In 
consequence, any means by which the efficiency of testing could be 
improved and the throughput of work increased were deemed worthy of 
investigation.
Engine testing  involves a diversity of simple repetitive operations. 
These include the collection and processing of data and the execution 
of logical operations. The d ig ita l computer has proved i t s e l f  to be 
.ideally suited to performing such tasks, but the problem. of integrating 
a computer with such an activ ity  remains only partially  solved. I t  is  
hoped that the work described in th is thesis w ill go some way towards 
solving this problem.
A description of the instrumentation and interfacing used on 
the test rig i s  included together with a description of the program 
structure and functior.3. These are not regarded as examnlory but 
i t  i s  hoped that they w ill aid the identification of the requirements 
for similar systems.
A linearised mathematical model is  developed to represent both 
the static  and dynamic behaviour of the engine and dynamometer. This 
aspect of the study has provided useful insight into the problems 
associated with the control of engine te s t r ig s . As a resu lt i t  has 
been shown that effective control can be made available without 
recourse to highly sonhistiest.ed techniques.
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1 Examination of the engine te s t! nr activ ity  wi th special 
reference t,o automation.
Internal combustion engine performance evaluation is  not 
generally amenable to analytical treatment and so i t  must be achieved 
by experimental running on a test bed. Implicit in the test function 
is  a two-way communication between the engine and the engineer. I t  is  
an increase in the efficiency of th is communication that this thesis 
attempts to pranote.
Engine testing forms an important part of design, development 
and production. In production testing the objective is  to complete 
the production operation by making fin a l adjustments and checks to 
sa tis fy  the product specification . Design and development testing 
involves more diverse te s t  operations which at times involve a 
considerably higher degree of test operator participation.
Engine testing, as well as being »n important function in 
msnufacture, is  also used to evaluate fuel and lubricant performance. 
The te s t  bed provides simulated service conditions where measurements 
can be carried out with greater precision.
In the past the communication between the engine and the design, 
development or production engineer has been sebieved by the liberal use 
of manpower specially trained for the purpose. A more effective use 
of the human operator is  essential for the development of engine 
testin g . This can only be achieved by the delegation of the lower 
responsibilities of testing to autc*nstic systems and by improving the 
quality of the test data presented to the engineer.
Employment conditions no longer favour a lite ra l deployment of 
manpower for this purpose and the use of automation is  therefore 
essential i f  the throughput of experimental work is  to be increased 
without the uneconomic duplication of fa c ilitie s . This factor was 
largely responsible for the motivatioh of these studies.
The neat) for automation in engine tasting has been keenly fe lt  
ky the automotive anti oetroleun industries for 9 considerable time, 
and already a number of computer controlled engine test, f a c i l i t i e s  
have been commissioned, mostly in the United States ( l ) .  I n it ia l  
operating experiences with these are favourable, but the lack of 
operating experience of process control d igital computers in this 
field  i3  restricting  the usefulness of such installations, which 
other’)!se appear to offer considerable scone for development.
The advantages offered by computer controlled test fa c i l i t ie s  
are that they can provide higher cualit.y test data in a form which 
is  easily assimilated. Furthermore, the data can he made available 
within seconds of the completion of a te s t. This time reduction can 
lend to more effective u tilisation  of test fa c i l i t ie s .  In return i t  
is  necessary to standardise engine installation procedures, which in 
i t s e lf ,  is  desirable, and to implement more careful planning and 
specification of tests than is  at nresent associated with manual 
testing procedures.
Some engine test a c tiv itie s  are briefly  examined in th is  thesis 
in order to indicate the scope for computer control and the problems 
that exist in i t s  application.
As has already been indicated engine testing forms a significant 
function in the process of fuel and lubricant development. This is  a 
continual process and i t  re lie s  on the results of comparative tests 
which are usually carried out in an adverse environment. Test 
procedures demand an accurate control of environmental conditions, 
and often a considerable amount of data aenuisition and processing 
is  required. The stabilisation of operating conditions is  known to 
present a real d ifficu lty . A knowledge of typical st«tio and dynamic 
system transfer characteristics for an engine test bed is  therefore 
deeireble in ordor to provide an indication of the best attainable 
controlled performance and to suggeat practical solutions to the
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control problems which are know to e x is t. For this reason a study 
was undertaken to develop a mathematical model to represent the most 
important system transfer functions of a typical engine test bed.
"any ongine'test a c tiv itie s  may be considered as multi- 
rarameter optimisation processes. An example exists in the design 
o f ignition and carburation systems. In practice the cost functions 
and constraints define exceedingly complex nroblems which at present 
are not amenable to mathematical formulation end solution. Practical 
solutions necessarily involve a reduction of the problem to a scale 
that can be tackled by the human operator employing experimental 
methods. Often these are very time consuming. There i s  scope for 
a re-appraisal of these problems to u tilise  advances in electronic 
instrumentation end the calculating power of the d ig ita l computer.
The Implementation of even the most simole automatic optim isation  
procedu res would save a considerable amount of ODerator time on some 
development t e s t  procedures.
A recently occurring aspect of engine testing is  the quantitative 
measurement of exhaust gas emissions. In order that vehicles shall 
be eligible for sale in certain parts of the world exhaust gas emissions 
must satisfy  certain te s ts .  Processing of th is test data involves a 
considerable amount of calculation. An on-line computer controlled 
te s t  fa c il ity  can provide the results of a te s t within seconds of 
completion, as well as performing routine calibration of the equipment, 
whereas manual scanning of the data coupled with o ff-lin e  processing 
would take several hours to provide comparable resu lts . (2)
Durability testing is  another area in which computer control can 
usefully be applied. Often i t  i s  only when the failure of a component 
1b in progress or ha3 Just occurred that information i s  required. The 
course of events during a failure is  often extremely rapid and i t  is  
not always within the capability of the human operator to diagnose 
the conditions of impending component failure and to take appropriate
se t i  >11. Commuter controlled data logging and s i  arm scanning provides 
the ideal solution to this rroblem. Test progress can Vo designed so 
as to discard irrelevant data and t.o increase the rate of data collection 
in the advent of a suspected imminent failure.
I t  can ho seen that the on-line process control d ig ita l computer 
can ju stifiab ly  he spoiled to many facets of engine testin g . In 
particular the computer can aid the design and development processes 
as well ns perform the more mundane testing operations. (3) The 
application doer introduce interfacing problems and the need to 
re-anpraise test procedures in order to exploit fully the new means 
of solution.
Prior to 1965 automation of engine testing was limited to 
automatic data logging of endurance tests  and simple electromechanical 
sequencing of te s t conditions. One of the f i r s t  on-line computer 
controlled test fa c i l i t ie s  was commissioned in the United States in 
1966. ( 1 )
2 . Aims of the research verb.
The general aims of the research work described in this thesis 
were to examine the problems of communication between the engine and 
computer in a practical test installation and to demonstrate the 
feasibility  of the computer nlaying an important part in the engine 
development process. I t  was fe lt that a university provided an ideal 
environment for a study of this kird compared with an industrial 
organisation, the la tter being restricted by the demands of routine 
testing. A computer controlled test facility  for a singlo engine was 
therefore established for this purpose.
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CHAPTER 2 .
AUTCVATICTT IP T?:E /IITC'PTIV" T”3iI5TRY.
1» Engine te s t  a c t iv it ie s .
2 . Aims and objectives of tes ts .
3 . Some examples of te s ts .
A. Projected computer functions.
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1 • Engine te st  a c t iv it ie s .
Consideration of engine test activ ities  carried out once the 
engine is  installed on the te s t bed reveals that a l l  types of testing 
combine the execution of certain basic test operations. These operations 
are listed
1. Setting un operating conditions.
2. ' Making measurements and collecting data.
3. Processing end presentation of collected data.
/*. Execution of decisions based on measurements end
processed data.
2 . Alms and objectives of te s ts .
The purposes of testing may he broadly classified as either 
performance or durability testing . Performance testing i s  concerned 
essentially  with an examination of the process whereby the chemical 
energy of the fuel is  converted into useful work. The efficiency of 
th is  conversion is  the chief concern of the te s t, hut i t  i s  also 
necessary for the engine to demonstrate such properties es adequate 
lubricating o il and coolant flows.
Performance testing is  thus characterised by the accumulation 
of a large quantity of data. The data must be processed and converted 
into a form which can easily be assimilated by the engineer. This w ill 
necessarily involve data reduction, and information of th is  type is  
usually presented in the form of graphs. Attempts have been made to 
automate the processing, conversion and accumulation individually, but 
only when a l l  three are automated together can any really  significant 
time saving be achieved in the croduetion of the completed results.
The requirements of durability testing are of a d ifferent nature 
since the objectives are concerned with the accumulation of running time.
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Data acquisition whilst running is  of secondary imnortance unless 
relevant to component l i f e  end fa ilu re . The majority of data is  
collected when the engine is  dismantled for inspection on completion 
of the test schedule. Less f le x ib il ity  is  required with durability 
testing. The basic test operations however are s t i l l  involved.
3. Some cx-noles of te s ts . (4)
The specification of a typical performance and a typical 
durability te s t are examined to establish current practices and to 
indicate where automation can increase efficiency .
Example 1 . To check fu ll throttle power output for an 
established type of production engine. The objective is  to determine 
the maximum power obtainable from the slowest stable running speed 
to at least 250 R.P.l'. beyond tbe speed where maximum verier is  
obtainable. The test ted conditions are made to resemble those of 
»service ns accurately as possible. The following measurements are 
taken over tbe range of speeds at intervals of 500 R .P J'. or le ss .
1. Air intake temperature.
2. Engine speed with an accuracy of better than .t
3 . Engine torque " " " II II h ♦
A. Fuel flow rate " " " 1 II It 4
5. Air flow rate .
6 . Sump oil temperature.
7 . Water outlet temperature.
8. Optimum ignition timing.
Barometric readings are required before and after the te s t.  
At each point the test operator is required to optimise ingition 
timing and mixture strength to give maximum torque. In addition 
the speeds for maximum torciue and maximum power are determined.
The test involves approximately 13 groups of measurements. An 
average tost operator takes 5 minutes to complete the measurements
_ 0
nt each speed. On completion of the test the following data is  
required in graphical form.
1. Corrected brake horse oowar v .s . speed.
2 . Corrected brake mean effective pressure v .s .  speed.
3 . Corrected toroue v .s . speed.
4 . Corrected specific fuel consumption v .s .  speed.
The calculations required to present this data require a similar 
amount of time to the te s t when executed hy hand.
The manual execution of this test schedule is  compared with a 
projected computer controlled execution in order to underline the 
shortcomings of the manual approach.
The accuracy of the in it ia l  mechanical setting up of the engine 
re lie s  solely on the efficiency of the f i t te r  responsihle. A computer 
generated check l i s t  would heln to ensure more rigorous observation of 
getting up procedures and reduce the risk of te s ts  being run under 
improper operating conditions.
At each speed in the te s t n two-parameter optimisation process is  
reauired. This is  followed l-y the recording of several variables. The 
recording w ill invariably include averaging noisy readings hy eye. I f  
the optimisation and measurement were executed by a computer a higher 
output data ouality could be achieved hy the systematic filte rin g  of 
moosurements. Sven the most simple computer controlled optimisation 
routines can achieve comparable accuracy to the human operator. By a 
slight re-arrangenent of the measurement procedure the corrected results 
could he made available whilst the tost was in progress. A single 
parameter optimisation process could ho used to indicate the speeds 
at which maximum brake horse power and maximum brake mean effective 
pressure occur. Furthermore, the computer can ho used to chock proper 
operation of the engine during the test and shut down the engine i f  any 
impermissible conditions should occur.
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Example 2. A 391 hour endurance te s t . Tie objective of this 
te s t  i s  to or owe the durability of origir.es and components. In itia lly  
the engine is  run-in and then stripped for inspection. After the tost 
the engine is  stripped once a go in for another comparative examination. 
External control of oil and water temperatures is  reouired to sinulatc 
a severe environment. The measurement of o il leaks is  also reouired.
The te s t consists of 67 cycles of a 5 hour 6C minute schedule. 
This schedule is  summerited in the table helow.
R.P.M. LOAD. TITS (minutes)
10C0 t i l 10
900 above max. fu ll 10
power
T'ax. toroue {■ fu ll 10
.90? max. power 4. fu ll 60
/.O^  max. power fu ll 60
/.Of max. power 1 fu ll 10
90? max. power fu ll 60
!'ax. tormue i  fu ll 10
'tax. power fu ll 60
I'ax. power { fu ll 60 «
h The pressure drop across the o il f i l t e r  is  measured during the 
la s t item of the schedule to indicate i f  a renewal is  reouired.
After each cycle the o il level is  checked and a measured amount 
added to bring the level within the prescribed lim its. After ever;/ 3rd 
cycle the engine i s  allowed to stand for 10 minutes, a measured nuantity 
of o il is  added to bring the level up to the fu ll mark and the tappets 
are adjusted. After every Oth cycle a fu ll th rottle  newer curve is  
taken, crankcase blouhy Jo measured and compression pressures are checked.
■
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The condition of sparking plugs and contact breaker coints are 
checked snd brought within specification. After every 22 cycles 
the engine o il  is  changed.
The tost schedule requires frequent operator attention to 
change load and speed conditions. Computer controlled sequencing 
of the test conditions is  a l l  that is  required to relieve the test 
operator of th is duty. Several servicing and checking operations 
are required between the cycles of the schedule. Interfacing these 
ooerntings is  not considered feasible, but greater consistency would 
be ensured i f  the servicing were carried out, under the supervision 
of the computer.
L . Projected computer f unctions.
In the evolution of the design of an ideal computer controlled 
te s t  fa c il ity  capable of performing functions such as those described 
above i t  is  necessary to design a computer system structure which w ill 
perform the following functions;-
1. Simultaneous control of several te s t  ce lls , performing 
a l l  present and fcrseeable te s t routines with a minimum 
of diroct intervention by the te s t operator.
2. Acquisition and processing of appropriate te s t data.
3. Monitoring data for out-of-lim it conditions, and the 
execution of appropriate corrective action.
L. Presentation of te s t data in an e ffic ie n t form with the 
minimum of delay.
5. Provision of instrument calibration and functional checking 
of test facility  operation.
6 . Interaction with the test engineer at the highest possible
level
7 . To act ns a guardian to any test function that i t  is  
not feasible to interface .and run solely under computer 
control,
8. To process o ff-lin e  data. For example, the assembly of
now test routines and the maintenance of stores inventories.
9« Permit operator intervention and access to control functions 
at a l l  levels when they ere reouired.
10. Provide a test program library .and storage fa c i l i t ie s  for 
other relevant data.V.
11. Perform, other reasonable administrative duties for the 
te s t  fa c il ity .
Two major problems ex ist in satisfying these requirements, namely 
the development of a hardware structure and the development of programs 
to control testing a c tiv itie s . The hardware structure must f u l f i l  the 
basic function of physically linking the test operator to the engine 
via the computer. I t  is  the link between the computer and the engine 
which presents the major problem. In comparison the link between the 
computer and trie human operator i s  well developed.
In the evolution of a hardware structure i t  is  necessary to 
consider the extent to which automation is  feasible and to decide on 
the degree of centralisation required. Eoth will depend on the nature 
of the test function. At this time when operating experience of 
computer controlled test installations is  minimal a small degree of 
centralisation is  desirable in order to permit operator intervention 
between the computer and measurement and control actions. This 
requirement defines the need for local control and measurement units 
to permit tests to be run without reference to the oomputer i f  so 
desired. The provision of local control loops also relieves the 
computer of the computation necessary to service thepe loops, which 
in a sizeable installation would severely re stric t the availability ' 
of the computer for other functions.
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The two functions of the engine/oomputer interface are control 
nnd measurement. A lin t  of the variables moot frequently involved 
in spark ignition engine testing is  given 
Controls
Throttle opening angle 
Air/fuel ratio  
Ignition timing 
Coolant temperature 
Lubricant' temperature 
Dynamometer load torque 
I'easure-iorits 
Torque 
Speed
Fuel flow rate 
Air intake flow rater
Air intake temperature 
Barometric pressure 
Crankcase blcwby 
Ignition timing 
Throttle opening 
Coolant temperature 
Lubricant tompersture 
Dynamometer excitation current
Optimum methods of measurement and control of engine variables when 
interfaced to a computer are by no means established. An objective 
of thin thesis is  to examine some methods and to suggest practical 
solutions to the problems involved.
-  1 L
Relevant experience gained in the chemical process industry 
can be applied to the development of programs for engine teetin g .
The requirements of engine testing are in comparison more demanding 
in so much that control functions must he executed more ouic>ly end 
n highly adaptable rrogrsm structure is  necessary. Program functions 
f a l l  into 3 categories.
1. Real time executive control of program subroutines.
2. Individual test control involving data acouisition, 
processing and output.
3. O ff-line data processing, including the assembly of new 
te s t routines.
Executive control programs ore already available for the majority 
of established process control computers: these have been developed 
as o result of the needs of the chemical industry. However, few 
engine to st control programs e x is t. To achieve f le x ib ility  new 
te st programs should be as easy ns possible to write and correct.
This suggests the need for a high-level engine te s te r 's  computer 
language. Such a language cannot be developed without some f i r s t  
band experience of computer controlled testing to indicate t^e 
functional requirements.
-  I e; -
ÇPAPTSR 3 .
dfvti.c~'.'vtt of tttf T''liQ2-M£W
CCrHlTTl CO"TROLI"D TF3T FACILITY.
1 . The structure of the test fa c i l i ty .  The test c e ll, 
control room anti computer laboratory.
2 . A description of the engine, dynamometer and process 
control computer.
3 . Instrumentation for the mathematical modelling studies. 
4« Further instrumentation to fa c i l i ta te  on-line testing.
The development of the shaft torguemeter and ignition timing 
control was undertaken jointly  with another research student
JJlonk
■hi,
1• The structure of the te s t  faci l i t y .
The choice of engine and dynamometer '.»ns made so that tho 
results of the study would be relevant to the automobile industry.
For th is reason the engine chosen was representative of the design 
used to newer the majority of medium sized B ritish  saloon cars.
Tiie type of dynamometer chosen for the study is  to be found in 
large numbers in test installations throughout the automobile 
industry.
A small fa s t process control d ig ital computer with a general 
purpose interface was available in the school, and instrumentation 
was developed to be compatible with th is computer in terface.
The development of the exploratory test fa c ility  proceeded in 
two stages. F irs tly  e le c tr ica l control of engine operation from an 
adjacent control room was established. This enabled mathematical 
modelling studies and control system design to be carried out. Secondly 
computer programs were developed and the appropriate interfacing 
constructed to enable tests to be run under computer control, the 
control signals and measurements passing via the control room to the 
ooraputer. Whilst under computer control the te s t operator's 
requirements were communicated to the computer via the on-line 
typewriter.
The various component parts of the test facility  are described!-  
The engine test c e l l .
The engine test cell housed the engine and dynamometer together 
with their associated transducers and actuators. The test ce ll was 
equipped with a cooling water main for the removal of waste heat from 
the engine and dynamometer. There was a fan driven air supply and 
extraction system and a compressed a ir supply'to power the dynamometer 
lubrication and the carburettor float chamber pressure regulator.
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The engine control  room.
The control rop’n was adjacent to the engine te s t c e ll  which 
could he viewed through reinforced windows. The reminder of the 
engine control and instrumentation equipment was located in the 
control room. Manual control of a l l  test operations was possible 
from the control console. Under computer controlled operation the 
console was wired to the computer in terface.
The comput er room.
The d ig ital computer and i t s  interface were housed some 2*50 f t .  
from the engine in another part of the school. This provided on 
excellent opportunity to study communication when the engine is  
remotely situated. Connections bstws6n the control console and the 
computer interface were made via  coaxial cables. The on-line 
peripheral equipment for the computer, consi sting of a typewriter, 
pooer tape punch and paper tape reader were also situated in the 
computer room. ’There results were plotted by the computer during a 
te s t  sn analog X-Y recorder in the computer room was connected to the 
in terface for this purpose.
The engine . (Piñimao Punter).
The engine was a /-cylinder in-line engine with a capacity of 
1725 c .c .  I t  has overhead valve gear operated by pushrods. The 
particular version used was fitted  with an aluminium cylinder head 
and developed a maximum of 80 B.H.P. (gross) at 5000 R .PJ!.
The engine mas mounted on the test stand closely resembled 
the type fitted to the corresponding production vehicle. Only 
modifications necessary to mount the engine on the stand and f i t  
the instrumentation and oontrol systems have been carried out. Tbo 
test cell exhaust system is  of coi’reeoonding dimensions to that of 
the vehicle.
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The dmawri»ret"r. (rTeepxn and ?roitoe d:-n^motic .)
The dynamometer was coupled d irectly  to the engine flyviheel 
hy a short shaft incorporating rubber universal couplings. Fower 
dissipation was by eddy currents which heat the inner surface of 
the dynamometer stator. The heat was removed by a constant stream 
of water pumped between the rotor and stator. The power dissipation 
rate was controlled by adjusting the excitation current in the field  
c o il .  This changed the to ta l flux passing between the rotor and the 
st"tu r, and the magnitude of the eddy currents. An a .c .  tachometer 
was fitted  at the front of the dynamometer to measure rotational 
speed and a damped spring balance and lever system measured the 
dynamometer reaction toroue. The dynamometer has a maximum power 
dissipation capability of 200 B.H.P. at 10,000 R.P.M.
The computer. (C-.’S.C. °0/?).
The computer has a 12-b it word-length with 3K of core store.
The central processor operated in the parallel mode and because of 
the short word length and elaborate addressing fa c il i t ie s  most 
machine instructions occupied two words of the store, "umbers 
were held in the machine in 2 's  complement form. The memory cycle 
time was 1.75 H s .
The interface provided the following fa c il i t ie s  
Analom inputs. (9 b its  nlus_ a si<?n b it .)
12 ♦ 100 v o lt/i  10 volt
5 ♦ 1 volt.
6 ♦ 100 v olt.
1 ♦ 250 volt.
The settling time taken by the analog input multiplexor limits the 
random access sampling rate to a maximum of 100 samples per second. 
Analog outwits. (9 hits olus a sign b it .)
6 * 10 volt
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Di,<rit-»1 inputs.
8 1 -b it inputs in the for-’ of voltage level sensors.
These are referred to as 'S .E .S .' inputs.
Dig it« ! cutouts«
12 1 -b it outputs in  tho form of relay closures.
P rio rity interrupt, system .
8 .levels. The f i r s t  four levels assigned to :-
1 . The input/output buffer associated with the on-line 
typewriter, the paper tape reader and the paper tape punch.
2. The real time clock .
3. The analog input multiplexor.
4. The digital outputs.
Clock pulse frequencies of 1000 Hz., 100 Hz., 50 Hz. and 10 Hz. 
were available.
» The machine was programmed in the low-level assembly language
S.D.S, Symbol. The language has been modified to include mnemonics 
fo r the particular interface instructions specific to the machine. 
Instrumentation.
An instrumentation voltage range of 0 to +10 volts was chosen 
for a ll the analog inputs and outputs from the control console and 
transducers. This range was chosen for compatibility and to allow 
the use of linear integrated circuits in the instrumentation. A 
diagram showing the instrumentation end its  availability to the 
computer and looal ccntrols is given in fig . 3 .1 .
•
3 . Instrumentation for the mathematic«! modelling study.
The in itia l instrumentation and control systems were constructed 
to enable a b«sic mathematical model of the engine and dynamometer to be 
developed and experimentally verified. The model was developed to 
represent the transfer functions between the throttle angle and
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dynamometer field  current as inputs end the dynamometer speed end 
equaling shaft toroue ns outputs. For the modelling study the 
following instrumentation and control systems were required
1. Throttle angular position control.
2 . Dynamometer field  excitation current control.
3 . Dynamometer speed measurement.
A*. Coupling shaft torque measurement.
These systems axe described in detail below.
Throttle angular position control.
No suitable angular position control for the th rottle  was 
found to be available and therefore a special purpose control was 
designed and constructed. Hydraulic and pneumatic controls ’»ere not 
considered since i t  was deemed desirable to avoid the need for 
hydraulic and pneumatic power supplies •>r.d the associated olcctre- 
hydraulic or electro-pneumatic valves. Three alternative types of 
e lec tric  drive for the throttle  spindle were considered, namely a .c . 
and d .c. servomotors and stepping motors. The servomotors are 
essentially  high speed low torque devices which reouire a gearbox 
in order to supply adequate torque for the throttle spindle accelerations. 
A stepping motor can provide adequate torque with d irect coupling.
Also, the fie ld  control of a stepping motor at low speeds is  essentially 
a switching operation and can be achieved by low power devices. The 
chief disadvantage with stepping motor actuation is  that the output 
angle is  ouantised. For the purposes of the investigation i t  was 
fe lt  that the simpler drive requirements of the stepping motor 
warranted i t s  choice.
A 200 steps per revolution stepping motor was used, A 5 steps 
being reouired to traverse the throttle from fully open to fully 
dosed. The motor output torque was sufficient to accelerate the 
throttle snindle up to the maximum slewing rate of 200 steps per 
second within -J- of a step. The closed loop operation of the throttle
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dynamometer field current as inputs and the dynamometer speed and 
coupling shaft toroue ns outputs. For the modelling study the 
following instrumentation and control systems were required
1. Throttle angular position control.
2 . Dynamometer f ie ld  excitation current control.
3 . Dynamometer speed measurement..
Coupling shaft torque measurement.
These systems are described in detail below.
Throttle angular position control .
Ho suitable angular’ position control for the throttle was 
found to be available and therefore a special purpose control was 
designed and constructed. Hydraulic and pneumatic controls were not 
considered since i t  was deemed desirable to avoid tbs need for 
hydraulic and pneumatic power supplies ->rd the associated elcctrc- 
hydreulic or electro—pneumatic valves. Three alternative types of 
e lectric  drive for the th ro ttle  spindle were considered, namely a .e . 
and d .c. servomotors and stepping motors. The servomotors are 
essentially  high sreed low torque devices which reouire a gearbox 
in order to supply adequate torque for the throttle  spindle accelerations. 
A stepping motor can provide adequate torque with direct coupling.
Also, the field  control o f a stepping motor at low speeds is  essentially 
a switching operation and can be achieved by low power devices. The 
chief disadvantage with stepping motor actuation is  that tho output 
angle is  ouantieed. For the purposes of the investigation i t  was 
fe l t  that the simpler drive requirements of the stepping motor 
warranted i t s  choice.
A 200 steps per revolution stepping motor was used, ¿T steps 
being reouired to traverse the throttle from fully open to fully 
closed. The motor output torouo was sufficient to accelerate tho 
throttle swindle up to the maximum sieving rate of 200 steps per 
second within -£■ of a Etep. The closed loop operation of the throttle
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control is  describee! with reference to fig . 3 .2 . The angular position 
of the th rottle  spindle was measured by a potentiometer which was 
d irectly  connected to the spindle. The throttle position as measured 
by this potentiometer was cm oared with the demanded position, and i f  
the error exceeded the width of one sten a gate was opened to connect 
the pulse o sc illa to r to the appropriate input of the field drive c ircu it. 
The drive circu it commutated the motor field  current causing a movement 
of one step for each input pulse.
Open-loop operation was also available and the throttle could be 
stepped soouentially in response to the movement of a key switch. The 
closed loop performance of the control was characterised by velocity 
limiting and output ouantisat.ion. A Kyquist plot showing the closed 
loon transfer function for 25/' of fu ll output amplitude is  shown in
f ig . 3 .3 .
Dynnnemoter f ie ld exc i t " tlon current, control.
A fie ld  excitation current control and a closed loop sneed control 
operating on field  current were in it ia l ly  available with the dynamometer. 
The innuts of these controls were not. accessible since they were neither 
referenced to earth nor floating. This, and the unsatisfactory 
performance of the speed control led to the decision to replace both 
the field  excitation unit and the sneed control with units compatible 
with the already established instrumentation standards.
The dynamometer field co il when driven from a voltage source had 
a time constant of approximately 0 .5  seconds. For the optimum operation 
of control svstens which operate on engine load torque i t  is  desirable 
to be able to make changes in th is torque as fa s t as possible. This in 
turn requires rapid changes in field  excitation current which can only 
be achieved by driving the field  co il from a current source. A practical 
current source must necessarily be limited by amplifier voltage swing and 
current handling capacity. The design of current source which was
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developed had an output voltage swing of -  60 volts and a maximum 
output current of 2 amps. The hi-dircctional output voltage capability 
was particularly useful in effecting fa s t reductions in field  current. 
Inputs to this amplifier must be limited so as not to demand a reversal 
of the field  current which the amplifier is  capable of providing. 
(Dynamometers of th is  type have an inherent rectifying capability in 
as much as a current passing through them in el tber direction causes 
a torque of the same sign.)
The current control amplifier consisted of three parts namely
1 . An integrated c ircu it operational amplifier to provide a 
source of loop gain.
2 . A coupling voltage amplification stage.
3 . A multiple emitter follower with a current source load 
to provide the large output current.
A circuit-diagram fo r the amplifier is  shown in f ig . 3 .4 .
Speed measurement.
The speed control in it ia l ly  acquired with the dynamometer utilised 
the existing a .c . tachometer to provide a speed measurement. The same 
measurement was also used to drive the speed indicator. To make the 
tachometer output compatible with the chosen instrumentation standards 
i t  has been scaled down so that 10 volts corresponds to 5,000 R.P.” .
The rectified  a .c .  speed signal necessarily contained ripple, and 
since the acceptable level of ripple for various applications was not 
known the signal was passed through a variable time constant f i l t e r .
The circu it diagram for speed measurement scaling and the variable time 
constant f i l t e r  is  shown in f ig . 3 .5 .
Shaft, torouyptpr.
A shaft torquemeter was deemed necessary to investigate the 
interactions between the engine and dynamometer, and to indicate the
response of the engine to fa s t changes in th ro ttle  angle, mixture 
strength end ignition timing. Po existing form of shaft torguemeter 
was found suitable to instrument the counli.ng shaft and so a soecinl 
torouerneter was developed for the purpose.
Bue to the short length of the shaft the only practicable method 
of toroue measurement was by measuring shaft strain with strein gauges.
The toro« erne tor employed these connected in a bridge configuration. The 
torque signal in the fora of a voltage analog was transmitted via brass 
s lip  rings and silver graphite brushes. The in it ia l  design of torquer.stel­
ine luded an integrated circu it amplifier on the shaft to boost the bridge 
out-of-balance voltage. The oouer supply for the amplifier and the bridge 
was also transmitted through slip  rings.
The in it ia l  design suffered from lack of sensitiv ity , poor slir>-rinf? 
noise rejection and amplifier output voltage d r if t .  These shortcomings 
were emphasized by the low strain levels in the shaft which occur during 
steady running. The shaft was designed to withstand the high transient 
torques which occur dnrirg load changes, and when the engine is  stopped. 
The transient torques are up to 10 times higher than the maximum torque 
delivered under steady running conditions.
An improved design of torquemeter was developed to overcame these 
d ifficu lties. A.c. excitation was applied to the strain gauge bridge 
to nullify the effects of amplifier d rift, and by transmitting the 
toroue signal ns a freauency analog superior rejection of slip ring 
noise was achieved. The operation of the improved design of transducer 
is  described with reference to fig . 3 .6 .
The voltage supply to the strain gauge bridge was derived from 
the output of the comparator. The two output voltage levels of the 
comparator are regulated with sener diodes. ’'.Tien the algebraic sum 
of the integrator and comparator voltages reached zero the output of 
the comparator changed sign and the direction of integration was 
reversed. The rate of integration and hence the output freauency

was directly  proportional to the out of helance of the triage. This 
c ircu it satisfied  the requirement for an a .c . bridge supply as well 
as providing a frequency modulated output. (O scillation w ill only he 
maintained while the rate of change of integrator outnut voltage is  of 
opoosite sign to the bridge supply voltage.) Adjustments were made to 
the bridge unbalance to bring the oscillation  frequency into the range 
1-1.3 kHz corresponding to the fu ll range of torque applied in a 
positive sense. Poise rejection on the power supply slip  rings was 
achieved with a voltage regulator between tho slip  rings and the 
measurement c irc u it . Slip ring noise on the output was further reduced 
by passing the frequency signal through a f i r s t  order f i l t e r  before 
demodulation.
The demodulation was performed by s high accuracy monostable. The 
action of the monostahle is  described with reference to f ig . 3 .7 . At 
rest the output voltage remained at the positive voltage 7„^+Vrz^. A 
positive input pulse switched the output to the negative voltage 7z +^Vrz  ^
Positive feedback via C2 ensured a fa s t decisive switch mg action. (The 
zener diode defined the minimum n igative voltage excursion of the 
non-inverting input of the am plifier). The capacitor Cg charged through 
and approached V^+V^ *Vrzj with a time constant RjCg. ',^ 10n the 
non-inverting amplifier input voltage exceeds Vdl the output moved 
positively again to V ~+Vrzi^
The high accuracy was achieved by defining the voltage levels with 
zener diodes and by ensuring decisive in itia tio n  and termination of the 
monostablo pulse. The pulse train output of the monostable was filtered  
with a f i r s t  order f i l t e r  with a time constant of 10 milliseconds. The 
overall accuracy of th is torque measurement was limited to 2? of fu ll 
soale by strain eauge hysteresis.
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4 .  Fnrtber. Instrumentation to fa c i l i t a te On-line Testing.
Further instrumentation was developed to provide local, controls 
and measurements for the purposes of local optimisation and exploratory 
computer-controlled testing . This instrumentation is  listed :~
1. Coolant temperature measurement.
2 . Lubricant temperature measurement.
3 . Fuel flow measurement.
4 . Dynamometer torque measurement.
5. Air/fuel ratio control.
6 . Ignition timing control.
7 . On/off control of starter, ignition, and cold starting 
device.
8. Oil pressure measurement.
These systems are described in d etail below.
Coolant temperature measurement.
In a vehicle closed loop control of coolant temperature is  
normally provided by a thermostatic valve in the cylinder head outlet 
pipe. Tliis method of control was not adopted, on the test bed since i t  
did not permit adjustment of the setpoint. A negative temperature 
coefficient thermistor was used to measure the water temperature in the 
cylinder head ou tlet ripe. This measurement was employed in the closed 
loop control o f coolent temperature. The control element was a 
motorised mixing valve which directed part of the flew through a heat- 
exchanger. Wien the te s t r ig  was under computer control water temperature 
was monitored fo r  out of lim it conditions by sampling the thermistor 
measurement. The circu it associated with th is thermistor which provided 
an e lec trica l analoe of temperature is  3hown in f ig . 3 .8 . The normal 
temperature range of the engine gave an output between 2 and 7 volts. 
Lubricant temperature measurement.
Under te s t  bed operation there is  l i t t l e  or no forcod cooling 
applied to the engine sump. I t  was therefore necessary to provide
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cooling Mid closed loop control of lubricant temperature. The 
measurement end control systems were very similar to those applied 
to the coolant temperature control system. The thermistor prohe 
was situated at the in le t to the main o il gallery.
Fuel flow measurement.
The purpose of measuring fuel flow was to employ the measurement 
in optimisation processes and the automatic plotting of mixture loons. 
For this reason a hot-film mass flow measurement system providing a 
continuous e le c tr ica l analog of fuel flow rate was chosen. A commercial 
hot, film transducer was acquired and the transducer was fitted  between 
the carburettor flo a t chamber and je t .
The fuel flow meter had a response which extended up to several 
kKz. In order that pulsations in fuel flow rate should not give rise 
to aliasing errors when the measurement was sanded by the computer a 
third ordsr f i l t e r  was interposed to lim it the bandwidth to 5 Kz.
Dynamo-- e t ,° r t o r r u a  ~ an r o d e n t  •
To provide a mechanically filtered  measurement of tcroue a 
potentiometer was coupled to the indicator of the dynamometer weighing 
gear. The output, of the potentiometer was scaled to give an e le c tr ica l 
analog of toroue, +10 volts corresponding to  ICO lb^. f t .
Air/fUel ratio  control.
iir/fu el ratio control was achieved by adjusting the pressure 
applied to the carburettor float chamber. The control was effected 
by connecting an angular position control to  the adjustment spindle 
of a mechanical pressure regulator. A c ircu it diagram of the control 
is  given in fig . 3 .<5. The pressure range corresponding to the 0 to +10 
volt input was -  7f inches of water. The pressure regulator was also 
used to form part of a constant fuel flow rate control loop. The 
action of the control was to adjust the float chamber pressure in 
response to t'-e integral of the orror between measured and demanded
fuel flow rate
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Ignition timing control•
An electronic means of ignition timing and firin g  Mas chosen 
in order to eliminate the mechanical imperfections of the contact 
breaker system. The electronic system relied on the monitoring of 
crankshaft rotation by two photoelectric transducers. The monitoring 
was carried out from an annular plate fitted  to the flywheel. The 
outer rim of the annulus passed through the transducers and was 
drilled with circular holes on two pitch c irc le s . The outer pitch 
c irc le  had holes spaced at 1° intervals whilst the inner c ircle  had 
two holes spaced 180° aoart, positioned so that they massed through 
the transducer rO°  B.T.D.C. The timing system is  described with 
reference to f ig .  3«1C.
A square wave, oe.ch cycle of which corresponds to 1° of 
crankshaft rotation, was darived from the outer transducer and 
passed via the gate to a 6-h it counter. Pulses from the inner 
transducer opened the gate to in itia te  counting.
The count in tho reg ister was converted into a voltage in the 
analog to d ig ita l converter, which formed part of the timing system, 
'/hen th is voltage exceeded that of the analog innut the comparator 
changed sign which caused the ignition firing  circu it to he triggered. 
At th is stage the counter was rese t. To ensure decisive triggering 
the comparator employed positive d .c . feedback.
The ignition firing  c ircu it operated on the capacitor discharge 
principle. A standard ignition co il was used as a pulse transformer. 
The firin g  system could also he triggered from the contact breaker 
points when the existing distributor advanee characteristic was 
required.
The system controlled ignition timing over a 6/,° range, 
quantised in in tervals.
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On/off contro l of  ij.nitir-n, st arter and cold startin g device.
Circuits were constructed to enable the starter and ignition 
to be operated from relay closures which form the d ig ita l outputs 
of the computer. ' A solenoid operated control which also responds 
to a contact closure brings into operation the cold storting device. 
Oil pressure measûrement•
A pressure operated switch, o f the type normally used to operate 
a vehicle warning ligh t, is  connected so as to provide a 1 -b it d ig ita l 
indication of o il  pressure for monitoring purposes when the engine is  
under computer control.
P*IG. 3 1. ENQlN E /  DYNAMOMETER CONTROL SYSTEMS
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1 . The scope of the modelling study.
2 . The model and i t s  derivation.
3 . Experimental verification of the model.
I,. Dynamic equations and the analog computer simulation.
5. A comparison of identification methods.
6 . Conclusions of the modelling studies.
The derivation of the e lec trica l c ircu it model and the state space 
équations was undertaken jo in tly  with J.Konk.
The system identification using pseudo-randor. binary senuences 
(P.R.B.S.) was carried ou*, by J  .Monk.
The identification using wide-hand Gaussian techniques was carried 
out by P.Vellstead.
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1 • Scopo of tho mathematical modelling study.
A mathematical modelling study of the engine and dynamometer 
was deemed to be of value in promoting an understanding of the 
interactions of the physical components of the tost r ig . A lumped 
e le c tr ica l c ircu it form for the model was chosen because of the 
ease with which the physical components of the system could he 
associated with the elements of the model. The sarapled-data form 
of representation (5) was not adopted since th is form of representation 
is  only valid at a fixed speed. Also most of the variables with which 
the model was concerned were continuous. ’'iTiere they were not continuous 
sampling rates were comparatively high and so the added complexity of 
th is form was not considered ju s tif ia b le . Subsequently in chapter 7 
some e ffe c ts  of sampling are considered. An appropriate form of control 
strategy for the type of test rig upon which the study is  based has been 
developed from the model. The transfer function of the model between 
dynamometer fie ld  current and speed was u tilised  in tho design of an 
analog speed control system.
The model represented the small signal transfer functions between 
throttle angle and dynamometer field current as inruts and shaft torque 
and dynamometer speed as outouts at an operating point in the middle 
of the torque speed range.
The theoretical transfer functions of the model at this ooerating 
point are compared with those obtained from the rig its e lf  by sinewave 
testing. The dynamics of the te s t rig were also identified by two 
other research students using correlation techniques with F.H.G.S. (6) 
and wide-band Gaussian inputs. Their results are includod for comparison.
2 . The Kodel.
The basis of tho electro-mechanical analogy used in tho plant model 
is  the formal similarity of the mathematical equations describing the 
properties of two physically divorse systems. The analogy is defined
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in table 4•1• I t  w ill bo appreciated that the choice c f  current to 
represent torque and voltage to represent angular velocity  is  arbitrary, 
and could equally well have been reversed, in th is case an inductance 
would be used to represent a moment of in e rtia  and a capacitance 
compliance. (7)
The model was developed in it ia lly  to represent the system under 
steady state conditions about a chosen operating point in the middle 
of the torque and speed ranges. To extend the model so that i t  would 
represent the system under small signal dynamic conditions at th is 
point the energy storage elements and time delays were added. Their 
interactions end magnitudes were evaluated by structural considerations 
and dynamics measurements.
The engine toroue/speed curves for the fu ll range of th rottle  servo 
inputs are given in f ig . 4 .1 . D ifficu lties  were encountered in obtaining 
the curves in the low speed and high torque regime due to unstable 
operation, and an explanation of this is  presented la te r  in the chapter. 
The curves in this regime were obtained using s proportional speed 
control which acted upon the dynamometer fie ld  current. The engine 
is  represented by a voltage source, V^, with internal resistance, Rg, 
shown in f ig . 4 .2a . The slope of the torque/speed curves remains 
substantially constant for the fu ll range of throttle settings. Vj? is  
given by the intercept of the tangent to the toroue/speed curve with 
the speed ax is . The slope of this tangent equals - lA j , .  The model 
structure is  valid throughout the torque/speed range of the engine.
At low speeds with large throttle openings the slope of the characteristic 
changes sign. Under these conditions Rg becomes negative. Vj, i s  a 
function of th rottle  opening, which is  governed hy the input voltage 
to the th rottle  servo VT. The relationship between VT and VE is  shown 
in f ig . 4 .3b . I f  the low speed high torque regime is  excluded the 
relationship between VT and V3 is  substantially lin ear.
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The dynamometer toreue/speed curves are given in f ig . 4 .1 . The 
small signal model for the dynamometer is  given by a resistance Rp 
in parallel with a current generator I D, and i s  given in f ig . 4 .2b .
The values are obtained in a sim ilar manner to those for the engine.
The small signal e ffec t of a change in field  current Ij, is  to change 
tho value of Ip . For larger signals i t  i s  not possible to make the 
assumption that i s  constant and Ip is  linearly  related to field  
current. The slope of the tangent to the dynnmomoter torque/speed 
curves equals l/Rg.
In tho analogy the coupling shaft is  represented by a short-circu it 
coupling, as no velocity  difference exists across i t  in the steady sta te . 
Extension to the model to include dynamics•
A consideration of the detailed structure of the engine would 
lead to a model including energy dissipation elements due to service, 
pumping thermodynamic and mechanical losses and energy storage elements 
due to the various reciprocating and rotating carts which would a l l  
contribute to the dynamic behaviour. (Service losses ere those due to 
such items as the dynamo and cooling fan drive). Because this would 
lead to an excessively complicated model the most significant dynamics 
of the engine were revealed by experimental investigation. This was 
carried out by decoupling the engine from the shaft connecting i t  to 
the dynamometer and obtaining a series of transfer functions between 
input voltage to the throttle  servo and engine speed measured at the 
flywheel. For th is purpose a o ircu it was constructed which converted 
the 1° ignition timing pulse rate into a voltage analog of speed. The 
transfer functions were measured over a range of mean speeds using a 
d ig ita l transfer function enalyeer (T .F.A .), a typioal result i s  shown 
in f ig . 4 .4 . Examination of the amolitude plots of the transfer 
funotion revealed the dynamics of a predominantly f i r s t  order system.
The phase plots correspond to a f i r s t  order system with a time delay.
The effaotive time delay was found to be proportional to the inverse
V
j
. *• V
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of engine sreeci and is  given by (104/engine speed in r.n.m .) seconds. 
This would be accounted for by the average time taken to inhale and 
ignite a charge. The capacitor ¿3 i s  introduced into the model to 
represent the lumped inertia of the engine. I ts  value was derived 
from the engine source resistance and the time constant of the 
f i r s t  order system representing the engin3. The dynamic model of 
the engine is  given in fig . 4 .5a.
Examination of the mechanical structure of the dynamometer revealed 
a large rotor in ertia . Energy absorption is  carried out by viscous 
drag between the rotor and stator and by eddy current dissipation in 
the stator. The rotor inertia, giving the value of Cg was evaluated 
by carrying out simple mechanical t e s ts .  The outer casing of the 
dynamometer is  connected to the weighing gear through a lever arm.
The weighing gear is  comprised of a spring and dashpot system, connected 
at one end to the in ertia l frame of reference and at the other to the 
lever system. The component values associated with the dynamometer 
outer casing and weighing gear were evaluated from physical measurement 
of the soring and lever arm and a step response of the system. Hence 
C0, Rg and Lg were determined. The dynamic model of the dynamometer 
is  given in  f ig . 4 .5c .
To complete the model the connecting shaft is represented by an 
inductor in parallel with a resistor, since i t  behaves like a torsional 
spring with internal damping. The shaft stiffness was measured 
physically, and the internal damping was derived from inspection of 
the transient response of the anchored shaft attached to the dynamometer 
rotor. The model of the shaft is shown in fig . 4.5b. Table 4 .2  assigns 
the equivalent eleotrioal values to the model.
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3 « Experimental verification  of t.h o nod e l .
To isduce the order of the model ar.d simplify the problem of 
compering the model with the plant the dynamometer casing was darned 
to the in ertia l frame of reference. The simplified form of the model 
i s  given in f ig . 4 .6 .
The in it ia l  verification  of the model was carried out using 
sine-wave testing techniques. Step responses for the plant were 
compared with those obtained from the analog computer model.
The measured variables available were dynamometer speed, Vp, and 
shaft torque, Ig, and the input variables were the voltages applied 
to the throttlo  servo, V^ ,, and the dynamometer fie ld  current controller,
Pour transfer functions therefore defined the small signal dynamic 
performance. An algol 60 program was written to calculate the 
theoretical frequency responses for the model, and these are compared 
with those obtained with the d ig ita l transfer function analyser (T.F..’>.) 
(8) in figs 4 .7  and 4 .3 . Keasurements over the range 0.001 to 15TTz wars '' 
taken with the T.F.A. In th is range the experimental snd theoretical 
transfer functions between the throttle servo input and dynamometer 
spued and shaft torque show favourable agreement. However the 
responses of shaft torque and dynamometer speed to inputs to the 
dynamometer fie ld  current control show poor agreement. These responses 
are compared in f ig . 8 . I t  was suggested that the extra attenuation 
a t high frequencies of the nlant was due to the energy storage elements 
associated with the magnetic field  of the dynamometer easing and rotor.
To investigate this, the frequency response between the field current 
control input voltage and flux was examined using a search co il . This 
response is  given in fig . 4 .9 . The experimental result has been 
modified to remove the differentiating action of the search co il .
From examination of this response i t  was deduced that these energy 
storage elements contributed two cascaded f irs t  order lags. The 
revised model including these lags is  shown in fig . 4 .10. The revised
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frequency responses of shaft toroue and dynamometer speed to the
input to the dynamometer field current control showed considerably 
better agreement. These are shown in  fig . A.11.
Steo responses for the plant ond analog computer model are shown 
in f ig . A.12. The throttle velocity  limit w ill significantly  a ffect 
the high frequency components of a large step incut, therefore i t  is  
d iffic u lt to identify the high freouency performance of the rig from 
these responses.
A . Dynamic conations and analog computer simnlatlon.
The three state variables chosen for the electromechanical model 
vfere the engine ooeed Vp, the dynamometer speed V ,^ and the shaft 
torque Ig .
The state space matrix equation for the system, assuming linear 
operation i s : -
<L vF
dt
L .  vD _
d t D
d_ I . _
[ d t  SJ
CE*E
-  1
«Vd
-  _ i  
CE
1
a '  v s)  j .
•
vF
V
D
I
S
J m
Where Vg = A.86
0.0332 d2 ( I t,) + 0.713 1_ ( I D) ♦  Ijj = 1 .26 Vj. 
dt2 dt
and
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V,j, = th ro ttle  servo input voltage 
Vg = engine source voltage 
VL = load current amplifier input voltsge 
I jj = dynamometer source current
The analogue computer diagram for the above equations is  given 
in f ig .  4 .1 3 .
5• A comparison of identification methods.
Apart from the identification  using sinusoidal and step 
perturbations the system dynamics were identified using F.R .B.S. 
and wide band Gaussian perturbations. The experiments with both 
these forms of perturbation were carried out subseouent to the 
sinusoidal perturbation experiments and consequently were able to 
make use of a prior knowledge of the system dynamics.
The resu lts o f the P.R .B.S. identification  which are presented
r
in the form of impulse responses are shown in f ig . 4.14« ’-Jhere the 
frequency range of the dynamics were relatively  small the P.R.B.S. 
experiments gave good resu lts . However, where the range of dynamics 
is  larger, computer storage lim itations prevented the use of input 
sequences of sufficient length to enable the impulse responses to be 
portrayed in adequate d e ta il.
Similar difficulties were exnerienced with the experiments using 
wide band Gaussian perturbations. The responses obtained from these 
experiments, which were conducted at a slightly different operating 
point are shown in fig s. 4.15, 4.16, 4 .17, and 4.13. For comparison 
points obtained from sinusoidal testing with the T.F.A. are included. 
Again i t  was not possible in some cases to cover the system dynamics 
in suffioiont d etail. The results obtained in these experiments showed 
good agreement with those obtained by sinusoidal testing.
Sinusoidal testing using the T.F.A. proved to be the most flexible 
method of identification. However this method did require considerably
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more time to execute. At the highest frequencies covered by the 
identification a ll  the methods gave poor results due to the adverse 
signal to noise ra tio .
6. Conclusions of the modelling studies.
The freuuency responses of the model and those obtained from 
the rig  by sinewave testing shoved good agreement over the frequency 
range 0.001 Hz. to 15 Hz. Special equipment, in the form of a 
d ig ita l transfer function analyser, was required to help derive the 
results quickly. Step response testing gave rapid results when 
examining the slowest system time constants and was particularly 
useful in drawing attention to the lead lag in the transfer function 
between throttle opening and shaft torque.
The steady state model of the system provided a useful mesns 
of defining the s ta b ility  of any operating noint in the torque/speed 
plane. Without closed loop torque or speed control operating on 
either dynamometer field  current or throttle angle there exists at 
lea st one unstable operating regime in the torque/speed plane. (In 
th is instance a point is  defined as stable i f  the system returns to 
that operating point after a. s lig h t displacement.)
Consider point ? in fig . A.19. I f  a slight increase in speed 
were imposed on the system the dynamometer load torque would exceed 
the output torque of the engine and the system would return to operation 
at point P. The same i s  not true of point Q, since a slight displacement 
from th is point w ill cause the engine to s ta ll or lead to an Increase 
in speed and to stable operation a t point R. The oxtent of th is unstable 
regime i s  indicated in f ig . A.20.
The sta b ility  of any point may be defined from the values of 
the circu it elements of the model. An unstable point w ill occur 
when the nett conductance of the circu it loop including Rj> and R^  
becomes negative. Application of th is criterion eonfims the existence 
of the unstable regime under open loop operation which is  shcwi in f ig . 4 .*0 .
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The e le c tr ica l c ircu it model also provides a convenient 
means by which the effect, of closed loop controls on the system 
can be examined. The system has two inputs and two outputs, and 
conseouently four possible single loop control configurations e x is t. 
These configurations are examined by f i r s t ly  considering the e ffect 
of an idealised control and then imposing the lim itations of a 
practical control system.
Contro l of dynamometer r^eed hv the adjustment, of  dynamometer field  
curren t.
In th is case the dynamometer in the model is  replaced by a
voltage source. The value of the voltage corresponds to the speed
setpoint. An ideal voltage source has zero driving impedance hence
TL = 0 and p = 0«. ( ~  ♦ -  ) can therefore never become negative and
u ;iD
in an idealised case a ll  points in th9 toroue/speed plane are stable.
A practical control is  limited by the range of dynamometer fie ld
currents and by the f in ite  value of R^  which w ill cause unstable
ooeretion at very low speeds where a high tornue is  developed.
Control of shaft, toroue by the adjustment of dynamometer fie ld  current.
In th is  case the dynamometer in the model is  replaced by a
current source. The value of the current corresponds to the torque
setpoint. An ideal current source has an in fin ite  driving imned-nce
= and E = 0 .  
rD
negative, and consequently there will be an unstable regime at high 
speeds and low torques. The area of this regime is larger than that 
whioh occurs when no closed loop control is  applied. Again the 
practical oontrol will be limited by the range of dynamometer field 
currents. The extent of stable operation is  show in fig . 4 .21 .
Over the range of sreede ined on the exploratory te s t bed
dynamometer field current increases monotonioslly with s^eed for 
oonstant torque operation. At high speeds however, above those 
whioh could bo reached on the experimental test bed this will not
hence Rp
1 1 1 (is_ + = ) will become negative when -  is
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bo the case (9 ), and the slope of the dynamometer load lines 
changes sign. Cnee this occurs the tciaue control loop gain is  
reversed and positive feedback renders the control unstable. The 
extent of stable 'operation in these circumstances is  bounded by 
the speed at vihich this change of sign occurs.
Con tr o l  of  dynamometer speed by the adjustment of throt t le  anvle.
In th is case the engine in the model is  replaced by a voltage
source. The value of this voltage corresponds to the speed setpoint.
By similar reasoning to that applied above (  ^ + 2 ) = «and a l l
RS r D
points in the torque/speed plane w ill be stable. However, since a 
practical control system must act through R-. the th rottle  boco.mesi!i
effectively  decoupled from the system when R-, = and the loon gain
is  reversed when R-. changes sign. The area where control is  effective
is  the same as the stable area shown in f ig .  4 .21.
Control  of shaft tornue by adjustment of throt t le  angle.
In th is case the engine in the model is  replaced by a current
source. The value of the current corresponds to the torque setpoint.
( 2  + 2 ) w ill be positive and a ll  of the torque/speed plane w ill
r 3 rD
be stable. Again the practical control system must act through and 
tho throttle  becomes sim ilarly decoupled from the system. 'Then Rj = 0 
the area where control is  effectiv e is  again the same as the stabla 
area shown in fig . 4.20.
Similar reasoning may be applied to consider the operation of a
2-loop system for the simultaneous control of toroue and speed. 'Then
R becomes in fin ite  the control input connected to the throttle  becomes 
E
effectively  decoupled, and when Rg changes sign the loop is  rendered 
unstable by virtue of positive feedback.
The single loop control of dynamometer speed by the adjustment 
of field  current would therefore appear to be tho most useful form 
of control that can be applied to a te s t rig  of this type. With a ll  
othor forms of control unstable or inaccessible regimes exist, and
SI -
consequently they do not permit a fu ll exploration of the toroue/ 
speed range of the engine.
' I'echanicsl 
Quantity
E le c tr ica l
Quantity
i'ecbanical
Units
E lectrica l
Units
Torque Current Poundsl
Feet
Amps
Angular
Velocity
Voltage Radians/
Second
Volts
Inertia Capaci­
tance
l t n .f t 2 Farads
Viscous
Dancing
Resistance Rads/sec.
ft .p d l.
Chms
Compliance Inductance Rads/pdl.
f t .
Henrys
Table 4 .1 D efin itio n  of the analogy,
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1 v o lt  = 52.4 ra d s/se c  (ICv = 5000 r .p .m .) 
1 amp = 322 p d l . f t .  (ICv = 100 l b f .  f t . )
*E 1.19
CE 0.447F
LS 5.32 x 10
Rs 0.455
°D 1.38?
*D 3 .CO
7.57 x 10"?
Table 4 .2 . Numerical values for the electrical analogy
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CO"TrtPL SYST!'S .
1 . ’ 'ater and o il temperature controls.
2 . The speed control system.
3. Fuel nass flov rate control.
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1 • Wpter and o il to-"»erpturecontrols.
Angina testing methods favour the uso of the thermostat for 
the control of water temnerp.ture and a water to water heat exchanger 
is  normally used in place of the vehicle radiator» The heat exchanger 
thermal capacity and flow resistance are matched to those of the vehicle 
radiator to provide a facsim ile of the vehicle cooling system. An 
alternative method is  to convert the vehicle radiator into a water to 
water heat exchanger.
Thermostatic temoorature control suffers from, two shortcomings, 
namely that a steady state error, which is  a function of the heat 
rejection rate to the cooling system and the coolant flow rate will 
always ex ist, and setpoint changes reouire that the thermostat should 
he changed. To overcome these shortcomings a test ted system must he 
more sophisticated.
In order to formulate the performance spocification for a 
controller the needs of motor vehicle manufacturers and o il cor.Denies 
were examined. As a result i t  was considered sufficient to control 
cooling water temperature, as measured in the thermostat housing to 
within 1 i°C . The measurement may be averaged over 30 seconds and 
control was reouired between 60°C and 90°C for a ll  engine operating 
conditions. The rosponsc to set point changes should achieve the 
specified accuracy within three minutes. (A considerably longer time 
than th is is  required to allow the thermal conditions within the engine 
to s e ttle .)
The design o f test bed cooling system is  described with reference 
to f i g .5.1 , A motorised mixing valve was used as the control element.
The vehicle radiator was replaced by a counter-current water-cooled 
heat exchanger.
The ohoice o f  heat exchanger is  governed by i t s  flew resistance 
and thermal cap acity . (A general rulo is  to make the thermal capacity
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slightly  in excess of* the maximum engine output power.) T7hen 
determining the maximum acceptable flow resistance i t  is  necessary 
to ensure that the minimum pressure at any point in the cooling system 
exceeds the saturated vapour pressure, otherwise toiling w ill occur 
locally  and the coolant circulation w ill he impaired.
In the design adopted for the test bed the pressure drop through 
the heat exchanger at maximum flo "  rate was 4 p .s . i .  The depression 
of the boiling point thus incurred was 8.7°C. Since the temperature 
drop through the heat exchanger exceeded this i t  was unnecessary to 
pressurise the system to prevent boiling unless the cylinder head 
outlet temperature was required to exceed 100°C.
A feedback position control was developed to actuate the 
motorised mixing valve. The valve was driven by a two-phase a .c . 
motor through a gearhiox. Only one motor speed was available, tut the 
motor was stopped by an electromagnetic brake im-.edlately the current 
supply for either direction of rotation was turned o ff. This form of 
motor operation consequently limited the position control to an "cn-off" 
type with a dead zone. The dead zone width was made slightly less than 1? 
of fu ll trav el. This width was determined by the auant.isation of the 
position feedback potentiometer. The brake stopped the motor within 
this dead zone, thus enabling an extremely simple design of nosition 
control to be used. A circu it diagram for the position control is  
given in f ig .  5 .2. The response of the valve position controller was 
characterised by velocity  limiting ( 10) .
For the purposes of control design the system identification 
was carried out in two parts. The steady state gain between the 
valve angle and temperature was derived from step responses, whilst 
the system dynamics between 0.0C2Kz. and 0.2Kz. were identified usine 
the d ig ita l transfer function analyser.
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The resu lts  of the identification  showed that the steady state 
accuracy reouirements could not be satisfied  with a proportional 
control« A gaxn of at le a s t 25 Mould be reouired to achieve this 
and a Nyquist plot for the system sheared that a gain of 10 Mould 
lead to unstable operation. A control employing proportional and 
integral action Mas therefore reouired.
The cylinder head outlet floM is  not perfectly nixed and since 
the thermistor probe Mill measure instantaneous temperature, subject 
to i t s  oon thermal delay ch aracteristics, i t  Mas considered undesirable 
to employ derivative action in the controller.
The control parameters were:-
Proportional gain 2.7
Time constant of integral action 6.3 seconds
The control circu it, which is  shown in f ig . 5.3. was based on 
an integrated circu it operational amplifier. The input impedance 
of the am plifier has been boosted with F.'d.T. source followers to 
enable accurate integration to be performed at e rate normally 
associated with pneumatic controllers.
Under steady state performance the control maintained measured 
temperature to within * over the range 60 C. to 90°U. To se ttle
to within 1 {-°C. of final temperature for a step change in demand of 
15°C. took 150 seconds. Recovery to within 1 f°C . of final temperature 
from a fu ll scale heat incut change took the same time.
Lubricating o il  temperature control is  seldom applied to veriicxe
engines. Consequently reliance is  placed upon the o il maintaining 
i t s  lubricating properties over the wide range of temperatures 
encountered. Vith vehicle engines the sump is  usually exposed to a 
draught of cold a ir by virtue of the vehicle's forward motion, hence 
some form of uncontrolled cooling w ill ex ist. Vith a test bed this 
does not oocur so temperature regulation is  necessary both from the
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aspect of simulating normal running conditions and also for providing 
the adverse environments required for o il Performance evaluation and 
engine endurance testing .
The design of the test bed o il temperature control system was 
very sim ilar to that applied to the cooling water. The o il cooling 
circu it was placed between the o il pump and the feed to the main 
gallery. The temperature was measured at the return to the gallery.
Control performance was similar to that for the water temperature 
system but settlin g  times were approximately doubled.
The control parameters were:-
Froportional gain 4.0
Time constant of integral action 5.5 seconds.
2 . Tee smoed control system.
The mathematical modelling studies indicated that a closed 
loop speed control operating on dynamometer field  current provided 
the most useful te s t  fa c ility  offered by any single or double loop 
control operating on either or both of the two system iuouts. A 
speed control was in it ia l ly  available with the dynamometer but the 
performance of th is control was unsatisfactory since i t  was not 
possible to achieve adeouate regulation and at the same tine maintain 
s ta b ility . (Regulation is  defined ns the change in controlled speed that 
occurs due to changes in throttle setting). I t  was decided in view of 
th is thnt a replacement control should be developed.
The operation of the in it ia l  control system is  examined in 
order to explain i t s  inadequate performance. A block diagram of 
the system is  given in f ig . 5 .4 .
Dynamometer speed was measured by an integrally mounted a .c . 
tachometer. Tie output of this tachometor was rectified  and ¡noothed 
to form an analog of speed. This speed measurement was compared with 
the speed reference voltage, set on a potentiometer, in a high gain
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amplifier. This amplifier, termed "the speed error amplifier", 
controls ahe dynamometer field  current through a newer amplification 
stage. The amplification is  achieved with thyratrons ooerating in 
the voltage follower mode.
The control system has a further feedback path to the s e^ed error 
amplifier from a flux pick—up situated on the dynamometer stator.
This feedback, which is  a measure of the derivative of the field 
excitation current and also a measure of the derivative of load 
torque, acts  so as to prevent rapid changes in the excitation current 
which would otherwise occur with the comparative action of the speed 
error am plifier.
Reduction of th is inner loop of the control system nroviaes 
useful insight into the overall control action. I f  the signal from 
the flux pick-up is  assumed to be the derivative of excitation current 
then reduction of th is inner loop and the assumption of linear operation 
w ill yield a predominantly f i r s t  order transfer function between speed 
error and excitation current. (Speed error is  defined as the difference 
between the speed reference and the measured speed.) The high gain of 
the am plifier in th is inner loon w ill cause t.ho f i r s t  order transfer 
function to have a large time constant. This w ill cause the control 
action to be ch aracteristically  integral but with limited d .c. gain.
This ounlitative assessment was confirmed as accurate, since the 
regulation achieved with the control, albeit inadequate, was 
considerably better than could have been achieved with a stable 
proportional control.
A further inadequacy of the oontrol system was the large 
overshoot in  response to steo inputs. The changes in loop gain 
between d ifferen t operating points in the toroue/speed plane made 
i t  d if f ic u lt  to adjust the control parameters to aohieve stable 
oontrol over o il 1he torque/speed plane. The majority of speed 
changes which occur during testing take the form of step functions
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snd i1> * s toportamt that the response to these changes is  without 
excessive overshoot, which other-vise could lead to overfeeding or 
stalling the engine.
The small signal transfer function between the input to the 
dynamoreter fie ld  current amplifier and dynamometer speed provided 
a Useful indention of the dynamics which were taken into account 
in the improved speed control design. The d .c . gain of this transfer 
function may also be derived from the slope of the dynamometer fie ld  
current/dynamometer speed characteristics which are shown in f i e .  5. 5. 
These ch aracteristics reveal an 8 : 1 variation in gain over the toroue/ 
speed plane. Furthermore, i t  can be seen from these characteristics 
that the dynamometer exhibits hysteresis. The effect of this was 
overcome by applying "dither" to the field current, the "dither" was 
conveniently provided by t v’ ripole on the speed measurement. The 
variable time constant f i l t e r  was adjusted to give a dither amplitude 
of about 0.05 amps.
The control system design policy was f ir s t ly  to compensate for 
the system dynamics and provide a f la t  response up to the highest 
frequency possible. I t  was not practical to compensate for the 
dynamics at frequencies above 5 Hz. otherwise the field current 
control amplifier would have been driven into saturation even with 
the smallest step changes in speed demand. Secondly, by closing the 
compensated control loop with an integrator» the closed loop responses 
would be predominantly f i r s t  order, with a time constant depandent on 
the position in the torque/speed plane.
An Algol 60 program was written to calculate the controller 
transfer function on th is basis from the mathematical model of the 
system. An operating point in the middle of the toroue/speed plane 
was chosen so os to define the model parameters and the control was 
designed so ns to give a f i r s t  order response with a time constant 
of 0 .5  seoonds. The calculated and practical controller transfer
functions are sh'wn in f ig . 5.6 nnd 5.7. The circu it diagram for 
the controller i(= shown in f ig . 5.5!. The innut network to the 
field  current amplifier ( f ig . 3.i) contains pert of the loop 
compensation, so ns to avoid the use of another integrated circu it 
am plifier, diode between the output of the controller end the 
innut to  the fie ld  current amplifier prevents the reversal of field 
current pith i t s  attendant reversal of loop gain.
Some step responses of the control taken for 550 R.P.1! . changes 
in speed over a range of th ro ttle  openings are shown in fig . 5. 9 . 
They show that the control response is  predominantly f i r s t  order 
with a time constant close to that predicted by the design.
3. Fuel mass f l ow ra te control.
Come d ifficu lty  was experienced due to the output d rift of
the f lo a t  chamber pressure control, the control being somewhat 
»
sensitive to pressure changes in the supply line to the mechanical 
regulator. This d r if t  was nullified by including the control in 
another closed loop, the action of this loop was to operate on float 
chamber pressure to ensure a constant fuel flow rate in response to 
a setooint. This control was only made possible by virtue of the 
continuous fuel flow measurement.
The control action of the loop was integral to ensure zero 
steady state error. The control circu it is  shown in f ig . 5.10.
Use o f the control reouirsd a prior knowledge of the approximate 
fuel flow rate nt the operating point under ccnsideration.
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functions me shown in f ig .  5.6 end 5.7. The circu it diagram for 
the controller is  shown in f ig . f . f .  The innut network to the 
field  current amplifier ( f ig .  3 ./,) contains part of the loop 
compensation, so ns to avoid the use of another integrated circu it 
am plifier. A diode between the output of the controller and the 
incut to the fie ld  current amplifier prevents the reversal of fie ld  
current with i t s  attendant reversal of loop gain.
Some step responses of the control taken for 350 R.P.M. changes 
in speed over a range of th rottle  openings are shown in fig . 5.9« 
They show that the control response is  predominantly f i r s t  order 
with a time constant close to that predicted by the design.
3• Fuel mass flow ra te control.
Cone d ifficu lty  iisb experienced due to the output d rift of 
the flo a t chamber pressure control, the control being somewhat
r
sensitive to pressure changes in the supply line to the mechanical 
regulator. This d r if t  was nullified by including the control in 
another closed loop, the setion of this loop was to operate on f lo a t 
chamber pressure to ensure a constant fuel flow rate in response to 
a. setpoint. This control was only made possible by virtue of the 
continuous fuel flow measurement.
The control action of the loop was integral to ensure zero 
steady state  error. The control circu it is  shown in f ig . 5.10.
Use of the control reouired a prior knowledge of the approximate 
fuel flow rate at the operating point under consideration.
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CAPTER 6 .
FT.OGR.trS F CR EXPLORATORY CCT:FJTER Cr'TRCLLSD 
TESTITG.
1 . The'evolution of the program structure for computer 
controlled testing .
2 . The assembly language S.D.3. Symbol.
3 . The overall program structure.
¿ .  The executive control program.
*>. Program subroutine descriptions.
The section of the executive control program which handled the 
on-line typewriter input and output was written by the programmer
for the school A.J.Hulme
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1 • IL^lgQjJltlrgLJiO-he vi-orr-r, structure for explor atory testerr .
Three basic essential d u alities Mere reoulred of the experimental 
on-line control programs, namely
1 . The program structure should he as flexible as possible 
in order to permit the development of experimental test 
routines.
2 . The program should enable the computer to execute the 
te s t  activ ity  with the minimum of reference to the test 
operator.
3 . The interaction of the computer with the te s t operator 
should be at the highest possible level.
The function of the computer is  essentially to service a 
channel of communication between the test operator and the engine, 
and at the same time maintain synchronism with a clock in order to 
permit the regular scanning of input variables and the timing of 
test operations. The scone of th is communications channel is  limited 
only by the data handling fa c i l i t ie s  of the commuter and engine 
in terfaces and hy the speed of the computer's central processor.
In the experimental fa c i l i ty  limitations were imposed hy the 
scanning speed of the analog inp;ut multiplexer and hy the data transfer 
structure between the cairuter and the typewriter* nnner tape punch 
and paner tape reader which were connected on-line.
2 . The assembly lanamre S.D .S. Symbol.
The programming was carried out in the lew level assembly 
language S.D.S. Symbol. This language provided a set of mnemonics 
for the range of machine instructions. The assembly operation 
translated these mnemonics in to  machine instructions on a one for 
one basis and output a program which could then be loaded into the
machine
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Subroutines end interrupt servicing routines were handled by 
renns of a "branch and mark place" tyoe of instruction which operated 
by storing the address of the location to which the program would 
return in the f i r s t  two locations of the subroutine. Direct re-entry 
into subroutines is  not therefore possible and i f  this fa c il ity  is  
required i t  must be programmed indirectly.
To simplify the problem of error checking programs were assembled 
in saall blocks. The loading fa c il i t ie s  made provision for th is by 
co-ordinating the cross-referenced addresses between blocks at lead 
time. The procedure adopted for compiling a complete test was to lead 
the executive routine followed by the subroutines and the test routine. 
These were dumped on to paper tape together with a loader and could 
subseouently be re-loaded and run d irectly .
Although the use of a low level language gave a very versatile 
means of programming, learning the language proved relatively  d ifficu lt 
and i t s  e ffic ie n t use demanded certain well-developed s k il ls . Programs 
were therefore written in a form which aided error correction and to 
save core store space was deemed to he of secondary importance.
3. The overall program structure.
The program fa c i l i t ie s  developed for exploratory engine testing 
were centered around an executive control program which handled the 
on-line typewriter and analog input multiplexor in synchronism with a 
50 Hz. clock. A library  of subroutines provided the basic units from 
which the te s t programs ware constructed. The engine test programs 
themselves consequently consisted largely of subroutine c a lls . The 
subroutines have been divided into groups according to their functions 
and are listed  below.
Subroutine .-roup functions.
1 . To perform housekeeping operations for the executive
control program. Those subroutines were concerned with
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handling input data fro- the on-line typewriter, and the 
transfer of urogram control to different locations in 
response to interrupts from the real time clock and the 
typewriter.
2. To start end stop the engine end set up running conditions.
3 . To monitor the operation of the test fa c ility  end take 
epnropriate action in the event of an emergency.
/*. To handle the analog X—X plotter and paTj©r tape punch.
5. To process input data from the engine.
In addition a library of typewriter output messages was stored.
A description of the subroutines is  given later in the chapter.
4 . The executive control program •
The timing structure of the executive control program was 
limited hy the speed of the analog input multiplexor and by the 
speed of the on-line typewriter during character output. The input 
multiplexor had a maximum access scanning rate slightly in excess 
o f ICO points per second and on output the typewriter took slightly 
lees than 10 ms. to clear the input/output buffer of a character.
The absolute maximum clock interrupt rate was therefore 100 Hz, 
since i t  was necessary to interlace the operation of the typewriter. 
For the convenience of program structure a *50 Hz. clock rate was used.
The on-line typewriter, real time clock and analog input 
multiplexor and converter were handled through the computer's 
priority  interrupt system. '/hen one of these devices became active 
an interrupt occurred, and program control was transferred to the 
appropriate location of the executive. After handling the peripheral 
the executive either transferred control to a now program location or 
returned i t  to the location at which the interrupt occurred.
The priority  system ensured that the handling of a more Important 
device took precedence -  a high priority interrupt could therefore
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interrupt the servicing routine of b device which had been assigned 
a lower priority« The interrupt priority  order was not under the 
control of the programmer, and had been assigned when the interface 
was constructed.
The description of the executive control program which follows, 
has been divided into three sections, namely:- typewriter, clock and 
analog inputs.
Executive control orop'ram -  typewriter.
The interrupt associated with the buffer between the computer 
and the typewriter, paper tape punch and paner tape reader had teen 
assigned the highest oriority . This interrupt occurred when the 
buffer collected a word or was cleared on the transmission of a word 
to the device. I t  also occurred when the typewriter was switched to 
the on-line output mode. '-Then the oener tane munch was in use this 
interrupt was rendered temporarily inactive.
The normal state for the typewriter was awaiting an inrut. A 
location was maintained to store the current state of the typewriter. 
(This was necessary since the same interrupt occurred both on innut 
ard output). When a single character was input on the keyboard any 
synchronism with the interrupted program was cancelled by the immediate 
modification of the clock interrupt servicing routine. The character 
was then examined, and program control vas transferred to the 
appropriate location. Single le tte rs  were used to define the test 
operator's requirements. These characters formed the beginning of a 
word -  the computer supplied the remainder of the word from the store 
of messages, leaving a record of the current activ ity . Impermissible 
characters were questioned and the computer then awaited the input of 
a permissible character.
The output of characters was handled one at a time, so as to 
permit interlacing with the clock interrupt servicing routine. This
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method of operation did not permit the normal form of indexing 
charactei l i s t s ,  and i t  was necessary to head a l i s t  hy i t s  length, 
f'.en the end of a l i s t  was detected the typewriter was returned to 
the state where i t  awaited another input, and the nroprnm sequence 
continued.
?o c a ll  the character output subroutine from the main rrogran 
a "branch and mark place" instruction was used, the subroutine vein? 
entered via tbs label "p rin t". This branch instruction "as followed 
hy a dummy instruction which held the address of the character string. 
The dummy instruction was skipped over on the return to the main 
program. A flow diagram fo r  the typewriter input/outrut section of 
the executive is  given in f i g .  6 .1 .
Executive control rrc~r?m — clock.
Second priority had been allocated to the clock interrupt. Each 
time a clock interrupt occurred the selection of and analog to digital 
conversion of one of five inmuts was initiated in sequence. After a ll  
five inputs had been selected the sequence was reset. The servicing 
routine maintained a count o f tire  in minutes, seconds and tenths of 
seconds. At the time the seciuence was reset nrogram control could be 
transferred to another previously defined location, (This is  termed 
synchronous operation)* alternatively, i t  was returned to the location 
where the interrupt occurred. (This is  termed asynchronous operation). 
Synchronous operation was used where timing and data, logging was 
reouired. A flow diagram fo r the clock interrupt servicing rO'Uwine 
i s  given in f ig . 6 .2 .
Executive control nrofram — analog inputs.
Third priority had been assigned to the interrupt associated 
with the analo? im ut multinloxor and converter. TV- interrupt 
occurred when the conversion was complete. The servicing routine 
transferred the input word to the appropriate store location.
The three sections o f the executive control program together 
occupied ki 5 store locations.
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Progrès subroutine descriptions.
The following headings are used in the description of 
program subroutines.
NAT'S !
REGISTERS : itDetails of locations anc registers used for 
data storage, flags etc.
PURPOSE : The action of the subroutine.
SUPRCUTIKES : Further subroutines called from within the 
subroutine.
V C H d S  s
STORAGE : Totel number of core store locations occupied 
by the subroutine.
P'TSRJACE : Interface fa c i l i t ie s  u tilised .
k The computer has two 12-hit registers, referred to as the A and 5 
registers and one 1-h it register referred to as the F register.
A description of the subroutines follows :-  
Suhroutins functi-pcl araja 1 .
VATS : IK TEX .
registers i A and P.
PURPOSE ! To nrogran a ll  the ex it instructions from the clock 
routine together. These consisted of a "branch and 
clear interrunt" instruction followed hy the hr®nch
NOTES s
address.
The common exit instruction and branch address were 
stored in the A and R registers respectively before 
entry into the routine.
STORAGE t 16.
RATE : Riro
REGISTERS t A and B.
fjrpcse
subroutines s 
NOTES' :
STORAGE s
To return program control to the interrupted 
location at e l l  exits from t ue clock routine. 
IN TEX.
This w e  used to a synchronise program control 
end wes not interruptible.
14.
'.’A1'3 s KCKL.
REGISTERS s A end P.
PURPOSE :
subroutines ::
VOTES s
STORAGE s
"ANE s 
REGISTERS : 
PURPOSE :
SUBROUTINES * 
NOTES :
STORAGE «
NATE : 
REGISTERS : 
PURPOSE «
To prorrs-t exits from the clock routine to 
tran sfer control et the end of 1/lCth second period 
IN TEX.
This v».s used to synchronise program control end **e 
not interruptible. The subroutine ves entered with 
the transfer eddress in the B register.
12.
JCCK2.
A. end E.
To program exits from the clock routine to 
transfer control et the end of 1 second periods. 
I ’’TEX.
This was used to synchronise program control end 
was not interruptable.
16 .
YESNO.
B.
To render the characters end 'N* lmoer-issible 
when incut from the typewriter keyboard.
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PURPOSE :
SUBROUTINES : 
NOTES'1 s
STORAGE :
To return program control to the interrupted 
location at a l l  exits from the clock routine. 
IN'TEX.
This was used to osynchronise nrogran control 
and was not interrupteble,
14.
NAME s 
REGISTERS : 
PURPOSE :
SUBROUTINES 
NOTES s
STORAGE s
■’APE s 
REGISTERS : 
PURPOSE :
SUBROUTINES t 
NOTES :
STORAGE i
NAME i 
REGISTERS : 
PURPOSE «
KCK1.
A and B.
To program exits from the clock routine to
transfer control at the end of 1/lCth, second periods.
INTEX.
This was used to synchronise program control and was 
not interrupts hie. The subroutine was entered with 
the transfer address in the B register.
12.
KCK2.
A. and E.
To program exits from the clock routine to 
transfer control at the end of 1 second periods. 
INTEX.
This was used to synchronise nrogram control and 
was not interruptohle.
16.
YESNO.
B.
To render the characters *T* and impermissible 
when input from the typewriter keyboard.
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NOTES : This subroutine caused t^e c^^recter incut 
examination section of the executive to ouestion 
these characters and was not interruptable.
STORAGE s 14.
KAKS s A TAD.
REGISTERS : B.
FUHPOSS : To render numerical characters impermissible 
when input from the typewriter keyboard.
NOTES : This subroutine caused the character innut 
examination section of the executive to question 
numerical characters and was not interrupt.able.
STORAGE s 1C.
NAME s DAX.
REGISTERS s B.
PURPOSE s To cause program control to be transferred to the
appropriate location when numerical data was incut 
from the typewriter keyboard.
POTSS s The subroutine was entered with the transfer 
address in the E register.
STORAGE s 10.
ITJHS t TAX.
REGISTERS » B.
PURPOSE : To cause program control to be transferred to the 
appropriate location when the character 'X1 was 
input from the typewriter keyboard.
NOTES i The character 'I '  indicated the answer 'yes' in 
reply to a question posed by the computer. The 
subroutine was entered with the transfer address 
in the B register.
STORAGE
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NAME : 
REGISTERS 
FüRPOSE :
MOTES
STORAGE
To cause program control to to transferred to 
the appropriate location '-'hen the character ,v| 
was input frow the typewriter keyboard.
The character *S* indicated the answer 'no' 
in reply to a auestion posed by the computer. 
The subroutine we s entered with the transfer 
address in tho B reg ister.
10.
Subroutine functional rrouo 2.
NAME : 
REGISTERS 
PURPOSE i
NOTES s
STORAGE * 
INTERFACE :
ROCS.
5.
To set up a l i c t  of running conditions, namely 
Throttle opening, demanded speed, ignition timing 
and flo a t chamber pressure or fuel flow rate on the 
analog outputs.
Running conditions were defined in the registers 
before entry into the subroutine and were preserved 
on e x it . A spare location was reserved for timing. 
26.
Analog outputs.
NAME « 
FJRF0S3 : 
STORAGE I 
INTERFACE «
IDLCS.
To set up light load running at 1250 R.F.M.
22.
Analog outputs.
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a* »7 .. r.. -J • STFF.
FJRFOSS : To S’too the engine.
rCTYS : The engine was stenosi ty turning off the irn iticn •
STORACI s •to
—»♦rrTKYJ* A • Relay outputs.
PA.’'I  s STAR.
RIGISTIR3 j 6 , ? and F.
FURF052 s To start the engine.
SUBROUTINES : ritu , r e n .
PCT3S : Five attenpts '•'are pade to start the engine, during 
which tine the starter ''as switched cn For a naxioir 
o f five seconds. As soor. as the engine fired shd 
h u ilt u p  sreeo the starter vas switched o ff. There 
vas 9 five second " a i t  in between the attempts to 
s ta rt the engine. A flew ch."rt for this subroutine 
is  given in fig . 6 .3 .
STORAGE s 139.
INTERFACE : Analog outputs, relay outputs and analog innuts.
PAPS t START.
REGISTERS : B and F .
FURF03E ! To in itia te  engine starting frc-r the typewriter 
keyboard by typing the le tte r  'S ' .
SUBROUTINES : STAR, PRINT, YAX, PAX, HITU, YE3N0.
NOTES t The operator vas interrogated to establish i f  the 
choke vas required for starting, and vss infor-ed 
of the success or failure of the starting operation.
STORAGE « 65.
INTERFACE : Analog outputs, relay outputs, analog inputs »nd the 
on-line typewriter.
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name : IDLE.
REGISTERS : B.
RJRPCSE : To in itia te  engine idling from the typewriter 
keyboard by typing the le t te r  ' I ' .
SUBROUTINES s IDLC3, PRINT, KCK1, CKS, USED.
NOTES : The idling was monitored by the CHS subroutine.
STORAGE : 50.
INTERFACE s Analog outputs, analog innuts and the on-line
typewriter.
PANE : HALT.
PURPOSE : To in itia te  engine stopping from the typewriter 
keyboard by typing the le t te r  'H'.
SUBROUTINES : STFP, PRINT.
STORAGE s 13.
INTERFACE -: Relay outputs and the on-line typewriter«
NA”E s BGN2.
PURPOSE t To arm and enable the interrupts and thereby 
in itia te  the running cf a orogram after i t  had t 
loaded into the machine.
STORAGE s 13.
NAVE » USFD.
FURFOSS : To inform the test operator that the engine has
stopped involuntarily. 
SUBROUTINES » PRINT.
STORAGE : 9 .
The on-line typewriter.
een
INTERFACE *
Subroutine functinn-'l ryp'n ?
nave J
FJRPOSE :
SUBROUTINES 
POTSS I
STORAGE S
interface i
EAT US * 
REGISTERS s 
PURPOSE «
SUBROUTINES 
NOTES s
STORAGE * 
interface *
NAME «
REGISTERS i 
PURPOSE » 
SUBROUTINES 
NOTES «
STORAGE » 
INTERFACE *
E'STP.
To stop the engine in the shortest possible tine 
when improper operation of tho test fa c ility  was 
detected.
: RITU, PRINT.
Tho engine was stopped by switching o ff the ignition, 
closing the throttle and applying fu ll load. The 
cause of the emergency stop was indicated to the operator. 
72.
Analog outputs, relay ouputs and the on-line typewriter. 
WTCK.
1, B and F .
To chock upper and lower lim its of the engine outlet 
water temperature, 
s E'STP.
An emergency ston occurred i f  either the lower or the 
upper lim its were exceeded.
31.
Analog inputs.
SPCK.
1, B and F .
To chock the upper and lower lim its of engine speed.
t s :stp, USFD.
An emergency stop occurred on overs’-ood. Underspeed 
was recorded but no direct action taken.
33.
Analog inputs.
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1  NAME : OFCK.
■  REGISTERS 1 and F.
I  PURPOSE : To check the sense of the o il pressure warning switch.
I  SUBROUTINES : H'STP.
1  NOTES : Low o il pressure causes an emergency ston.
1  STORAGE s 11.
INTERFACE s S .E .S. 1 -b it inputs.
■ NANS s CKS.
I  PURPOSE : To check water tenperature, engine snaed and o il
pressure.
SUBROUTINES S TTOK, SPCK, OFCK, ABFS, ABFU.
I  NOTES s This subroutine combined VTCK, SPCK, CFCK. The
A, B and F registers Mere preserved.
I  STORAGE s U .
1 INTERFACE : Analog inputs, S .S .S . 1 -b it inputs.
Subroutine functional group l, . 
FATS ! A3FS.
REGISTERS » 3.
PURPOSE J To store the contents of the A, U and F registers.
NOTES * This subroutine was used in conjunction with APFU.
STORAGE t 13.
NAME t ABFU.
REGISTERS j 3.
PURPOSE 1 To reinstate the contents of the A, B and F registers.
POTSS « This subroutine was used in conjunction with ABFS.
APFS and APFU were used at the beginning and end of
programs when i t  was necessary to preserve the contents
of these registers
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li « IS  S 
PURPOSE s 
STORAGE ì 
■INTERFACE s
NAME : 
PURPOSE s 
STORAGE s 
INTERFACE *
NAME s 
REGISTERS i 
PURPOSE t 
SUBROUTINES 
NOTES s
r
STORAGE :
NAME : 
PURPOSE t 
STORAGE « 
INTERFACE »
NAME « 
REGISTERS » 
PURPOSE » 
SUBROUTINES 
NOTES » 
STORAGE t 
INTERFACE t
RZF.
To raise the pen from ;he paoer on the X-Y plotter.
3.
Rainy outputs.
LZP.
To lower the pen on to the paper on the X-Y plotter.
8 .
Relay outputs.
SCW.
1 and F .
To wait for one second.
: APFS, ABFU, KCI'l, RITU.
Used as a means of wasting time. (For example i t  
was used in between moving the plotter pen and lowering 
i t  on to or raising i t  from the panor on the X-Y plotter.) 
26.
ZZP.
To move the X-Y plotter pen to the origin.
14.
Analog outputs.
AZX.
2.
To draw the axes for a 2-dinensional plot, 
i APFS, APFU, ZZF, LZP, RZF, SC7.
A, E and F were preserved.
88.
Analog outputs, and rolay outputs.
r
4 '
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fait: s PTL.
fnrpose s To punch a length of leader on the paper taps outout.
SUBROUTINES : APFS, APFU.
STORAGE : 40.
INTERFACE : Paper taps punch.
NAME s PLG.
REGISTERS : 8 .
PURPOSE s To punch a block of four characters on the pacer 
tape output.
SUBROUTINES : ABFS, APFU.
NOTES : The addresses of the characters wore held in the 
subroutine.
STORAGE : 52.
INTERFACE : Paper tape punch.
Subroutine -function«! vrnup 5.
PANE s AVGE.
REGISTERS : 4 l i s t s  of 65, A, B and F.
PURPOSE s To average a l i s t  of data.
NOTES : The length of the l i s t  was permitted to bo 2n, where 
n = 0 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,4, 5 and 6 . The length of the l i s t  was 
stored at the head of the block of data. The average 
was entered into the position of the f ir s t  measurer,ent.
STORAGE t 7 2 .
NATES t TORQAV, SPEEEAV, FLOVAV.
REGISTERS 1 A and B.
PURPOSE : To average a l i s t  of torque, soeed or fuel flow measurement
SUBROUTINES 1 AVGE.
STORAGE I 20
NAME s 
REGISTERS : 
FURFOSE s 
STORAGE :
NAME S 
REGISTERS S 
PURPOSE :
STORAGE :
POTER.
1, A find E.
To compute power from toroua end speed measurements.
12.
SFC.
1, A and B.
To compute the inverse of specific fuel consumntion 
from toraue, speed and fuel flow measurements.
15.
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CHAPTER 7 .
OPTr:i3ATICV s t j e i e s .
1 . Optimisation in ignition distributor and carburettor design.
2. Consideration of the single parameter ortiiriser.
3 . Further consideration of the single varaEOter ontimiser 
under the influence of noise and asymmetric cost functions.
A. I'enual ignition timing optimisation.
3. Perturbation limitations for ignition timing and air/fuel 
ratio  optimisation•
6 . An experimental sinusoidal ignition tiring ontimiser.
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CMAFTER 7 .
QPTH.ISATICTT STUDIES.
Optimisation in ignition distributor and carburettor design 
Consideration of the single parameter optimiser.
Further consideration of the single parameter optimiser 
under the influence of noise and asymmetric cost functions 
Manual ignition timing optimisation.
Perturbation lim itations for ignition timing and air/fuel 
ratio  optimisation.
An experimental sinusoidal ignition timing optimiser.
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1. Ogtlralegtlon in ignition d istributor and carburettor deMm.
The principle areas in which optimisation is  already applied 
to i . c .  engines is  in the dcvelorment of ignition timing and air/fuel 
ratio  controls. These controls norr'ally employ feed-forward technioues 
The appropriate feed-forward transfer functions are determined during 
engine development.
The. data from which these transfer functions are designed is  
acquired from testing which at present employs manually implemented 
optimisation processes. An attempt is  made to satisfy two performance 
cr ite r ia  in the design of the feed forward characteristics. The two 
performance cr ite r ia  are defined
Under fu ll  throttle operation i t  is  desirable to maximise toroue 
so as to give maximum acceleration. Under part throttle operation 
specific fuel consumption is  minimised to give economical running of 
the vehicle under cruising conditions.
The established nractises of distributor and carburettor design 
make ignition timing a function of engine speed and manifold pressure, 
and air/fuel ratio a function of the differential pressure between the 
carburettor ventruri and atmosphere. Fairly lengthy te s t  procedures 
are required to determine the optimum air/fuel ratio and ignition 
timing over a range of operating conditions. In particular, the forms 
of fuel flow measurement in common use for testing purposes at this 
time do not permit d irect minimisation of specific fuel consumption 
(since th is  would be excessively time consuming) and the optimum must 
be interpolated by the teat operator.
The design of these feed-forward transfer functions necessarily 
involves some compromise end to make this compromise a knowledge of 
the sensitiv ity  of the various parameters close to the optimum is
useful
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Ideally vehicle engines of the future w ill he eauipped with 
closed loop controls to ootimise Ignition timing end air/fuel ra tio . 
However, before any optimisation system is  apnlied i t  is  advisable 
to determine the factors that influence the ortim iser's ultimate 
dynamic performance. These factors are considered by examining the 
response of a single parameter sinusoidal optimiser operating on a 
quadratic cost function. Subsequently the effects of a non-quadratic 
cost function and noise on the cost function output are examined in 
order to aid the choice of perturbation parameters and to estimate 
final accuracy.
The single parameter optimiser is  shown schematically in fig  7.1.
The quadratic cost function, y = -ooc8, is  assumed to be without
dynamics, and is  free of noise, ( i .e .  Jn(jw) = 0 ) .  A perturbation
8 sin wt is  applied to y to form the input to the cost function. The
resulting cost function output is  given by y = -a(y + 5 sin wt)
The d .c . component of y is  removed by the high pass f i l t e r  and
the output of the m ultiplier is  consecuently
-  a (28 y sin wt + mpeos 2wt) A sin wt.
This is  integrated with gain p to form the adjustment to y, giving
d_ (y) = -  a/38A[y(l-cos 2wt) + 4  (sin 3wt -  sin wt)] 
dt
Taking expected values, denoted by E [ ]
E[ g j  (y )] = -  aj38A E [y]
Since E [Cos 2 wfc]= E [Sin wt]= E [Sin 3 = 0
The solution to this equation, which is recognisable as a first  
order exponential indicates that the expected value of y approaches 
the optimum with a time constant o f J - .  To minimise the periodic 
content of the response of y the perturbation frenoency should be as
high as possible.
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Further—con siderations o f tne &‘in *le parameter optimise!* under 
the in fluence of noise and asymmetric cos t  f unc t io n s .
The analysis may now he extended to examine the case where the 
cost function is  contaminated by noise. The noise i s  assumed to be 
additive to the cost function output. Operation close to the optimum 
is  assumed in order to permit the assumption of stationarity . The 
noise on the cost function output, n (t), is  described by its  power 
spectrum $n(jw ). Close to the optimum i t  is  assumed that the noise 
component of y i s  attenuated by the cost function to a sufficient 
degree for i t s  e ffect on the cost function output t.o be considered 
small compared with n (t ) .
The noise component of the cost function output, n (t), will
contaminate y, but i t s  power spectrum w ill be significantly modified
by the passage of ri(t) through the high pass f i l t e r ,  multiplier and
integrator. This sequence of operations on Jn(jw) i s  considered
The power spectrum of n(t) on the output of the high pass f i l te r
fn i( ja )  is  given byfmOw) = ^n( Jw)|F(,1w) |2
Vhere F(jw) is  the transfer function of the high pass f i l t e r .
The e ffect of the multiplier is  most easily demonstrated by
considering the input of a comDonent in a small frequency bane centered
on urn with power rv- The multiplier gives rise to comconsnts on its
output centered around the frequencies (ai * wn) and (a -  wn) each with
a power of f7/\3 . The component at wn is  removed. The overall
4
e ffe c t of the multiplier is  to apply s frequency s h if t  to and attenuate 
$ni(jw), giving $na(Jw).
Finally the power spectrum of y due to n (t), $n3(.1w), is given by 
$na(.1w) = $n2(J")
Where P is  the integrator gain. The variance of V is obtained by
integrating fna(J") over a ll frequencies.
This sequence of operations on $„(jw) illu strates the importance 
of the choice of a suitable high pass filte r  chareoteriatic and
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perturbstion frequency to minimise the variance of y.
To achieve an advantageous signal to noise ra tio  in the case 
where noieo is  additive to the cost function output the oerturbntion
asymmetric, as w ill be the case in the majority of practical applications 
of any optimiser, the estimate of the optimum formed by a single 
derivative optimiser w ill be biassed. The bias is  a function of the 
amplitude probability distribution of the perturbation waveform and 
the asymmetry of the cost function.
The case is  considered where the cost function is  represented by 
a f i f th  order polynomial. P(y) an(y)n
The true optimum of the cost function is  where
¡The bios associated with the sinusoidal opt.imiser is  determined by 
examining the change in correlator output over 1 cycle of the pertur­
bation wave-form. The cbppge in correlator output, c, is  given by
amplitude should be as large ns possible. Where the cost function is
^ n  a.n(y) n_1 = 0
J  L -J o  n - o
27T
Expanding th is  gives. u
sin2 wt dt
2 tr  o
2w o
2ir o
u
0
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Terms containing J sin" wt at = 0  where n is  odd. 3valuating the 
terms where n is°even gives
+ 5wdSe (a6)
T T "
The estimated value of the optimum is  determined hy where c = 0 .
The f i r s t  term of the expression eouals zero at the true optimum. 
The other terms are associated with the bias on the estimate of the
The t ia s  for a sousre wave optimiser may he determined similarly 
for a perturbation of amplitude 8 correlated with a souarewave of 
amplitude d .
The change in correlator output after 1 cycle of period T is
optimum.
given by rp /0 T/2
O 0 = 0 o  n = o
m ¿ S [ a i  ♦  2 a s y  +  3 a 3 y 2  +  4 a *  y 3  +  5 a By 4 ]
♦ dS*[aa + K ^ y  + 10a8y2]
+ dSe a«
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By comparison a smaller Mas w ill bo associated with the estimate 
of the optimum formed by the sinusoidal optimisor using perturbations 
of the same amplitude.
4• "onual Ignition tln i n? optimisation.
During engine development ignition timing is  adjusted manually 
so as to raayiraise output torque. This operation forms an imcortant 
part o f distributor design and is  usually carried out with a constant 
speed control operating on dynamometer load torque to mabe the optimum 
more d istin ct to the test operator. Even with the use of a constant 
speed control the position of the optimum can s t i l l  be very indistinct. 
The normal te s t practice therefore involves approaching the rntimum by 
retarding the ignition until the f i r s t  'oercentable reduction in torque 
occurs. This is  in order that any error in finding the optimum should 
he biassed towards the ignition being retarded.
The mechanical imperfections of the conventional distributor 
cause the ignition timing to wander about a mean level, causing a 
bias to be associated with the test operator’ s estimate of the optimum. 
The ’wander’ is  due to the run-out of the distributor cam end the 
clearance of the shaft bearings. I t  is  present to a s~all extent even 
in a new distributor. The effect of this wander is  considered for the 
cose where the ignition has an equal probability of being fired ^ anywhere
is  used to represent the ignition timing torque cost function. nTfie effect 
of the distributor "wander” is  to modify F(y) to B*(y) such that
within a band 28° wide. Again a fif th  order polynomial
y+«
E[P*(y>] = -L ( p(y)dt
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Expanding E[P*(y)] gives
E[P*(y)] = a0 + a iy  + a=y2 + My3 + a*v4 + a6y0 + M L  + M l
3  5
♦ ( a 3 S 2  +  a e8*)y +  2 a 482y2 + q p  a es2y3
Thus the maximum of S[F*(y)] can he compared with the maximum of
P(y)
5. Perturbation limitations for jr-nltion fining and oir/fuel 
ratio  optimisation.
In it ia l  studies carried out by Draper and L i. ( l l )  which were 
concerned with the optimisation of ignition timing and air/fuel ratio 
have demonstrated the feasability  of such an operation using analog 
computing technioues. These and other .investigators (12) failed to 
indicate two salient features of the combustion process which are of 
direct consequence to optimisation. F irstly , combustion is  a discrete 
process. Any changes irr operating conditions will not take effect 
until a fter the combustion cycle is  in itia ted , and the results of 
these changes w ill not manifest themselves u n til after the combustion 
cycle is  complete. Secondly the process is  irregular, and any 
measurements associated with i t  may be considered as being contaminated 
by noise.
Optimisation consists of perturbing the parameters of the system 
and correlating the resulting outputs with the perturbation in order 
determine the adjustments to the parameters and maximise desired cost 
functions. The discrete nature of combustion can cause the distortion 
of perturbation waveforms, whilst the e ffect of the noise on output 
signals requires that they should be filtered  before they can be used 
to evaluate performance c r ite r ia .
These two features of the combustion process must be considered 
in the design of any optimisation system. The discrete behaviour sots 
the absolute lim it to perturbation frequepey, whilst a speed limitation 
i s  imposed by the need for output signal f i lte r in g .
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Kathematical models have been developed to aid the choice 
of rerturoation waveforms and to indicate the absolute lim its of 
optlmiser speed.
Imitirn timinv.
Each time the ignition is  fired the engine effectively  samples 
the ignition timing end a pulse of torque is  generated. This 
succession of pulses is  filtered  by the engine flywheel, '/here the 
engine i s  running at constant speed an! the ignition timing remains 
unaltered and the sampling rate is  held constant. However, when 
perturbations are applied to the ignition timing the sampling instants
"■X.
w ill be advanced or delayed so that the sampling may no longer he 
regarded as periodic. The instantaneous sampling rate is  a function 
of engine speed, perturbation amplitude and frequency.
A model for th is aperiodic sampling process has been developed 
in order to define the distortion applied to the perturbation waveform. 
This is  described with reference tc f ig . 7 .2 . The distortion may 
conveniently be considered by applying a phase displacement of the 
ignition timing signal so as to restore the periodicity of the sa-oling. 
The signal i s  then sampled at s constant rate and subsequently a 
reversed phase displacement is  applied so as to restore the correct 
time relationship. The effect of the phase displacement is  considered 
f i r s t .
Consider the engine to be running with an Ignition advance of r
radians at a speed of 2 radien3 per second, /hen the ignition timing
is  advanced by a further b radians the next spark to occur will ta.ee
place b seconds e a r lie r . To restore the even time spacing of ignition 
S
firin g  the timing waveform should i t s e l f  be considered as being shifted
tack in tine by b seconds at the instant the change was made, 
i?
This may be extended to cover the esse where a sinusoidal 
perturbation, b sin wt, is  applied about a moan ignition advance of r .
To restore the even tirao spacing of the ignition sampling and firing
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instants the input waveform must become 
r 4 a sin (ut + sin art ) .
This resu lt is  recognisable as a special case of frequency or 
phase modulation, where the modulation and carrier frequencies are 
equal.
Sin (art + -jj- sin ait) may be expressed in terms of Pessel 
functions giving:-
Sin (ait + sin art) = J 0 (^ )  sin art
+ ( ^ )  sin 2 art
+ Jo ( ^ )  (Sin 3art -  sin art)
2
+ (^ jp) (Sin ¿art + sin 2art)
+ ........ ..
Where J n ( ^ )  is  the Bessel function of the f ir s t  kind and nth 
order with argument ( ^ ) . The effect of the phase modulation is  
therefore to re-introduce the frequency components of the pertur­
bation waveform at integer multiples of their frequency.
With sinusoidal perturbations very large amplitudes at relatively 
high frequencies and low engine speeds are required before the re­
introduced components become at a ll s ign ificant. To illu stra te  this 
the Eessel function coefficients have been calculated for a ¿-cylinder 
¿-stroke engine running at 1000 R.P.K. where a sinusoidal perturbation 
of amplitude 10° at 20 Hz. is  applied. These are given:-
J0 = 0.99 
= 0.0049 
J 2 = 0.00017 
J 3 = 0.0000042
I t  can be seen that in this csBe the amplitudes of the sidebands
introduced are insignificant.
Subsequent to the phase modulation the effects of periodio 
sampling must be considered. The effect of the sampling is to
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re-introduce the new distorted perturbation frequency spectrum folded
around multiples of the sampling frequency. A component with freouency
f p i s  re-introduced at n fg -  f p, where f g is  the sampling rate, and n =
1 ,2 ,3 ............... oo The phnse of tho re-introduced components is  arbitrary.
As f p is  increased towards f g distortion of this component will occur,
and in the case where f  = f,,/2 the sampling introduces a conoonentP
at fp of equal magnitude but arbitrary phase to the perturbation. To 
avoid the distortion of wideband oerturbaticn signals by sampling the 
perturbation bandwidth should be loss than half the samnling frequency.
To complete the model of the aperiodic campling process the 
perturbation must he phase modulated in the reverse sense so as to 
restore the correct time relationship, 
f i xture s trength.
When each cylinder is  filled  during the induction stroke tho 
contents of the induction pipe which are drawn into the cylinder ere 
at the same time mixed. This has the effect of performing a running 
average of the mixture strength over each induction stroke. The 
transfer function of a running averager R (jw)> is  given by 
R ( j u) = siruoM/2
uu/2
where u is  the signal frequency and u the averaging time. Provided that 
tho bandwidth of the perturbation remains substantially below 2/wu radians 
per second i t  w ill pass undiotorted through the averager. For a A-cylinder 
4-stroke engine u = 30 ras. per 1000 R.P.M.
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re-introduce the new distorted perturbation frequency spectrum folded 
eround multiples of the sampling frequency» A component with frequency 
f  i s  re-introduced at nf -  f  , where f_ i s  the sampling rate, and n =P 5 p 5
1 ,2 ,3 ............... ... The phase of the re-introduced components is  arbitrary.
As fp is  increased towards f s distortion of this component w ill occur,
and in the case where f  = f  /2 the sampling introduces a component
V
at fp of equal magnitude but arbitrary phase to the perturbation. To 
avoid the distortion of widebend perturbation signals by sampling the 
perturbation bandwidth should be less  than half the sampling frequency.
To complete the model of the aperiodic sampling process the 
perturbation must be phase modulated in the reverse sense so as to 
restore the correct time relationship, 
f i xture s trength.
When each cylinder is  filled  during the induction stroke the
contents of the induction pipe which are drawn into the cylinder are
at the same time mixed. This has the e ffect of performing a running
average of the mixture strength over each induction stroke. The
transfer function of a running averager R (jw)> is  given by
R ( j u) = slnW.2
uu/2
where a> is  the signal frequency and u the averaging time. Provided that 
the bandwidth of the perturbation remains substantially below 2/wu radians 
per second i t  w ill pass undiotorted through the averager. For a ¿-cylinder 
¿-stroke engine u = 30 ms. per 1000 R.P.M.
Txperinental sinusoidal lp-nition tinlnm ontimisor.
A sinusoidal ignition timing optiniser to work under constant 
speed end th rottle  conditions was developed to permit the verification 
of theoreticnl performance evaluations and to compare i t s  speed and 
accuracy with that of a human operator* The cptimiser emoloyed 
analog computing methods to form an estimate of the f i r s t  derivative 
of th9 cost function, output torque. The rate of parameter adjustment 
was controlled by the computed local value of the gradient. A diagram 
of the optimiser is  shown in fig . 7.3«
To obtain the fa stest response to changes in ignition timing 
torque measurements were made on the coupling shaft between the engine 
and the dynamometer. Transfer function measurements between ignition 
timing and shaft torque indicated that accurate phase compensation of 
the perturbation signal could be applied at frenuencies up to S Hz., 
at which point the transfer dynamics-became dominated by the resonenco
f
associated with the rotating masses of the engine and dynamometer 
coupled by the e lastic  shaft.
A noise spectrum was derived from the shaft torque measurement 
at the optimum ignition-timing. The measurement was taken at 2500 R.F.I 
under part throttle  operation. The spectrum was derived by performing 
a fa s t Fourier transform on the torque signal with the digital computer 
on-line.
The power spectrum obtained from these measurements is shown in 
fig . 7 .4 . The r.oise power was contained lsrgoly in'the froouencies 
below 3 Hz., and consequently in this case i t  was advantageous to 
employ a perturbation frequency well above this so as to enable the 
low pass f i l te r  to minimise the noise power entering the correlator.
The ignition timing/torquo cost function was measured at various 
operating conditions of speed and throttle, and fitted to fifth order
•A
polynomials in order that estimates of optimiser bias could bo derived.
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Frcr. these estimates i t  was concluded that even with a sinusoidal 
perturbation of amplitude 10° the tic s  would not exceed 0 .5° for 
a l l  operating conditions. In the experimental optimiser a perturbation 
of amplitude 5° at 3 Hz. was applied.
Under these conditions o f amplitude and frequency the distortion 
imposed on the perturbation waveform by aperiodic sampling has been 
shown to be negligible. (At 1000 R .P J:. in a /,-cylinder ¿-stroke 
engine the ignition timing w ill be sampled at 33i Kz. and consequently 
a sinusoidal perturbation at 3 Hz. will pass into the system 
substantially undistorted.)
Some typical optimiser responses for a. range of integrator gains 
are shown in f ig . 7 .5 . The mean square error, theoretical time constant 
and experimental settling time token to adjust over 30° from the optimum 
are compared in table 7 .1 .
The theoretical time constant was derived by assuming a quadratic 
f i t  for the cost function, and applying the theory derived earlier in 
the chanter. An Algol 60 program was written to estimate the mean 
squared adjustment error by performing the necessary filterin g  operations 
on the noise power spectrum and finally  integrating over a l l  frequencies 
to to ta lise  the noise power.
TABLE 7 .1 .
Integrator gain. l '.S .  error. Time constant. Experimental settling time.
2 1.2° 0.46 seo. 7 sec.
5 3 .0 ° 0.125 sec. 2.8 sec.
20 M ?o
O 0.046 sec. 0.7 sec.
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crA r im  8.
CCrPUT3R COVriOLLSD T3ST3.
1 . Control and measurement techniques for on-line tes ts .
2 . L ist of interfacing u tilised .
3 . Torque end horsepower plots for a l i s t  of th rottle  openings.
A. Ignition timing sen sitiv ity .
5. Air/fuel ratio  sensitiv ity .
6 . Mixture loops.
7 . Ignition timing optimisation.
8 . Ignition timing and mixture optimisation.
!•
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1 • Cgili~9.lL r nd t o o b n l o u e r  gr,r n i . H n n  t o .
All computer controlled tests were run with the closed loop 
speed control in operation, the speed setpoint being provided by 
the computer. Measurements were made with the setpoint held constant. 
The computer also controlled the throttle opening and the ignition 
and starter switches, '.»here appropriate control of the ignition 
timing ano -iuel flow rate or carburettor flo a t chamber pressure 
were also u tilised . The following measurements were sampled by the 
computer at 1/lOth second intervals.
1. Engine speed.
2. Engine toroue, measured os the dynemoneter reaction.
3 . Fuel flow rate .
/(. Cylinder head water outlet temperature.
5. Oil temperature, measured on entry to the main gallery. 
According to the requirements of the particular test foe f i r s t  three 
of these measurements were utilised in the calculation of output data. 
’-There measurements contained any significant components above *> Hz. 
they were filtered  so as to minimise aliasing errors.
The procedure adopted for logging measurements at any running 
condition involved allowing the load and speed to settle , this taking 
up to 6 seconds, and then averages of the measurements were formed 
over up to 6.4 seconds. Averaging provided a useful means of reducing 
measurement noise which was due to the irregularities of combustion.
An algol 60 program was written to determine the effect of 
averaging time on the to ta l noise power of toroue measurements.
The program utilised a measured power spectrum for the signal from 
the dynamometer weighing geer. In conseauence i t  was concluded that 
the distribution of noise power was such as to reouire averaging 
times in excess of ? secords i f  any significant reduction in power
was to be achieved.
Included in te s t programs were subroutines to examine measurements
- 1?© -
and check that the lim its of control setpoints Mere satisfied .
Failure to sa tisfy  these lim its resulted in programmed action, or 
control being returned to the operator through the on-line tyoewriter.
I f  the engine stormed during a te s t on automatic starting 
routine was called . The test was re-entered i f  the starting routine 
vas successful, otherwise control was returned to the operator and 
the te s t schedule abandoned.
Tho interfacing utilised for on-line testing is  listed tele*-/
CoTnpii+.or * Engine
Analog outputs. Throttle opening.
Closed loop speed.
Ignition tiding. 
Carburettor float chamber 
pressure or fuel flow rate.
Relay outputs. Ignition switch. 
Starter switch.
Computer ______________ p- X — Y recorder.
Analog cutouts. X -  axis. 
Y -  axis.
Relay outputs. Pen l i f t .
Commuter.
Torque measured at the 
dynamometer weighing 
gear.
Dynamometer spaed •
Fuel flow rate .
Cylinder head woter 
outlet temoerature.
Oil temperature on entry 
to main gallery.
Analog inouts.
Oil oressure sw itch.------ -► S.E.S. digital inputs.
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3 . Toroue and horse rover plots for a l i s t  of tbrnl-.t.le  ooeninrs.
This te s t  acouired the data for and plotted simultaneously toraue 
or horsepower against speed for a l i s t  of throttle openings. The 
selection of toroue or horsepower was achieved fcy setting a breakpoint 
switch on the front panel of the computer.
On entry to the test the axes of the graph were drawn and the 
engine started i f  i t  was not already running. The te s t  i t s e lf  was 
begun by selecting the smallest speed and throttle opening and was 
continued by stepping through the speed range with each member of
the l i s t  of th rottle  openings.
Each set of running conditions was permitted to stabilise for 
6 seconds before toroue and speed were logged. The log consisted 
of 64 consecutive measurements of each of the two variables. On 
completion of the log measurements were averaged and a check was 
made to establish that the engine speed had remained within the 
prescribed lim its of the setpoint. Under conditions where the engine 
was unable to reach the set speed due to an insufficient throttle 
opening the speed range traverse was terminated and the traverse 
with the p.ext largest th rottle  opening in itiated . A short period 
of idling was included in between each speed traverse.
’/hen the l i s t  of throttle  openings was exhausted the computer
Bet the engine to idling and informed the operator that the te s t  had 
3een completed through the on-line typewriter.
At any time during the test the operator was able to abort from 
the schedule by idling or stopping the engine through the on-line 
typewriter. Alternatively i t  was possible to halt the test and
•e-enter a t the beginning.
A flow diagram for the te s t is given in fig . 3 .1 .
An example of the graphical output is given in fig . 8 .2.
The toet took 22 minutes to execute during which time 105 points 
'ere plotted. The test program oocupied 271 store locations.
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3 . Tornue, and horsepower Blo ts  f or a Tint, nr t a t t l e  OM^ r B.
This te s t  acouircd the data for and plotted simultaneously toroue 
or horsepower against speed for a l i s t  of throttle openings. The 
selection o± toroue or horsepower was achieved by setting a breakpoint 
switch on the front panel of the computer.
Cn entry to the te s t the axes of the graph were drawn and the 
engine started i f  i t  was not already running. The test its e lf  was 
begun by selecting the smallest sneed and throttle opening and was 
continued by stepping through the speed range with each member of 
the l i s t  of th ro ttle  openings.
Each set of running conditions was permitted to stabilise for 
6 seconds before torque and speed were logged. The log consisted 
of 6/i consecutive measurements of each of the two variables. On 
completion of the log measurements were averaged and a check was 
made to establish that the engine speed had remained within the 
prescribed lim its of the setpoint. Under conditions where the engine 
was unable to reach the set speed due to an insufficient throttle 
opening the speed range traverse was terminated and the traverse 
with the next largest throttle opening in itiated . A short period 
of idling was included in between each speed traverse.
’/hen the l i s t  of throttle openings was exhausted the computer 
set the engine to idling and informed the operator that the te s t  had 
been completed through the on-line typewriter.
At any time during the te s t the operator was able to abort from 
the schedule by idling or stopping the engine through the on-line 
typewriter. Alternatively i t  was possible to halt the test and 
re-enter at the beginning.
A flow diagram for the test i s  given in f ie .  S . l .
An example of the graphical output is given in fig . 8 .2.
The test took 22 minutes to execute during which time 105 points 
were plotted. The teet program occupied 271 store locations.
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4 • I?'ni*fcion t irm  :r or) gj ~hj. v j t.v
This te s t acquired the data for end plotted output tornue or 
power ngainst ignition timing for a given throttle onening and speed.
The te s t  was initiated ty the computer drawing the axes of the 
graph and interrogating the operator to determine the required speed 
and th ro ttle  settin g . An automatic engine start was included. 
Measurements were made starting with the most retarded ignition 
setting which was increased in steps of approximately 2°. up to the 
most advanced setting . Since no changes in speed were required during 
the te s t  a A second settling time was allowed in between making 
measurements and setting up new operating conditions. A dpt* logging 
time of 6.A seconds was used for each point. I f  the throttle opening 
was in su ffic ien t to enable the engine to reach the demanded speed an 
under speed message was output and control returned to the operator. 
This enabled a re-entry to be made with a larger throttle opening.
A flew diagram for the test is  given in fig . S .3 .
An example of the graphical output is  given in f ig . 3.A.
‘ The te s t plotted 20 points and took 2?- minutes to complete.
The te s t  program occupied 353 store locations.
5. Air/fuel ra tio  sensitiv ity .
This te s t acquired the data for and plotted output torque 
against carburettor float chamber pressure. The procedure ecopted 
was exactly similar to that for determining the sensitivity to 
ignition timing. Similar Interfacing was utilised except that the 
control of f lo a t chamber pressure was substituted for that of 
ignition timing.
An example of the graphical output is given in fig» 3.5»
This te s t acquired the data for and plotted the inverse of 
specifio fuel consumption against toroue for a pre-defined sreod
4 Ignition t , j ’' : l l i .,r ' - P T ; 11 j V -] f,y
TViis tes o acquired the data for and plotted output toroue or 
power against ignition timing for a given throttle opening and speed.
The te s t  was in itiated hy the computer drawing the axes of the 
graph and interrogating the operator to determine the required spaed 
and th rottle  setting . An automatic engine start was included. 
Measurements were made starting with the most retarded ignition 
setting which was increased in steps of approximately 2°. up to the 
most advanced setting . Since no changes, in speed were required during 
the te s t  a A second settling time was allowed in between making 
measurements and setting up new operating conditions. A data logging 
time of 6.4 seconds was used for each point. I f  the throttle opening 
was in su ffic ien t to enable the engine to reach the demanded speed an 
under speed message was output and control returned to the operator. 
This enabled a re-entry to be made with a larger throttle opening.
A flow diagram for the test is  given in fig . 3 .3 .
An example of the graphical output is  given in f ig . 3 .4 .
The test plotted 20 points and took 2? minutes to complete.
The te s t  program occupied 353 store locations.
5. Air/fuel ratio  sen sitiv ity .
This te s t  acquired the data for and plotted output torque 
against carburettor flo a t chamber pressure. The procedure adopted 
was exactly similar to that for determining the sensitivity to 
ignition timing. Similar interfacing was utilised except that the 
control of flo a t chamber pressure was substituted for that of 
ignition timing.
An example of the graphioal output is given in fig . 3 .5 .
i. Mixture lo ons.
This te s t acquired the data for and plotted the inverse of 
n eeifie  fuel consumption against toroue for a pre-defined snood
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and th rottle  ancle. 7he te s t was carried out with the fuel flow 
rate control in opera cion* the fuel flow pet noint being provided 
by the commuter. The te s t required a prior knowledge of the range 
of fuel flow rates to be covered for the particular speed and throttle 
setting .
Operation under constant fuel flow rate precluded on-line 
starting, of the engine, so the te s t was initiated without computer 
control of fuel flow. V hen the engine had been started and the 
in it ia l  operating conditions set up the constant fuel flow rote control 
was brought into operation. At th is stage the logging of data and 
graphical output was begun.
A flew diagram of the test i s  given in f ig . 8 .6 .
An example of the graphical output is  given in fig . 8 .7 .
The test plotted ICC points and took 23 minutes to complete.
¡The te s t  program occupied 251 store locations.
7 . Im l tien timi ng optimisation•
Optimisation of ignition timing using sousre wave perturbations 
was implemented u tilis in g  the tcroue measurements from the dynamometer 
weighing gear. Ey comparison with the sinusoidal optimiser, which 
u tilised  shaft torque measurements, a lower perturbation frequency 
was necessary.
As with sinusoidal perturbations the variance of the final 
estimate c f  the optimum will depend on measurement hoise levels, 
perturbation amplitude and frequency, and parameter adjustment rate. 
Since the perturbation freouency is  very low compared with the frequency 
at which the noise power is  concentrated i t  may he considered as d .c. 
for the purposes of calculating the variance of the estimate of the 
optimum.
The varianoe w ill he a function of the noise power spectrum, 
the averaging time and the adjustment ra te . The effect of averaging
-  13*5 -
tin e was considered end I t  wss concluded tin t no significant reduction 
in to ta l noise power could be achieved with averaging times of less 
than 3 seconds.
The adjustment rate was determined from the ignition sensitivity  
data. I t  was selected so as to give the fastest, response free from 
overshoot. Measurements of the to ta l noise power yielded an R.M.3. 
level of 75 mV. at the optimum, h’o significant change in this value 
or in  the shape of the power spectrum occurred for non-optimal 
ignition timing. With the adjustment rate chosen averaging times 
below 3 seconds gave a variance in the estimated value of the optimum 
of approximately 1°. The perturbation amplitude was L°. A flow 
diagram of the optimisation routine is  given in fig . 3 .3 . Some 
typical optirciser responses are shown in f ig . 8 .9 . Tho optimisation 
program occupied 330 store locations.
A more developed form of this optimisation routine was utilised 
in a te s t which plotted ignition timing for maximum toroue against 
speed for a given throttle  setting . An example of the graphical 
output of th is program is  given in f ig . 8.10. To traverse the speed 
range and plot 20 points took approximately 3 5 minutes. This program 
occupied 362 store locations.
8 . Ignition timing and mixture optimi satj on.
The optimisation routine which was aonlied to ignition timing 
and maximised output torque was extended to the eontroi of mix+uro 
strength. The two parameters were perturbed sequentially and an 
adjustment made after each perturbation.
On entry to the optimisation routino engine speed was checked 
to establish that i t  was within the prescribed lim its of the setpoint. 
Failure to sa tisfy  tills condition resulted in the engine being returned 
to idling and the output of an "underspeed'1 massage on the on-line 
typewriter.
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The optimisation was begun by applying one cycle of perturbation 
to the ignition timing. This was followed by an adjustment. 
Subsequently one cycle of perturbation was aoolied to the carburettor 
flo a t chamber pressure and a further adjustment made. Sach cycle 
of perturbation took 3 seconds and the adjustments were plotted on 
the X -  Y recorder. Perturbations and adjustments to each parameter 
were continued in turn until both adjustments f e l l  below the specified 
lim its, whence the optimisation was terminated. Using lim its of -  0.11" 
of water for the carburettor float chamber pressure and -  -f0 fcr  
ignition timing some specimen optimiser tra jectories were obtained.
An example which involved four adjustments to each variable to reach 
the optimum is  shown in f ig . 8.11.
The program occupied 61 *> store locations.
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1 .  I n t e r f a c in g  •-nd r r p ? r ‘~m’’>1nm•
In the design of the engine interface o f the exploratory 
te s t rig  i t  wap essential to cater for o ff- lin e  operation as well 
as making the instrumentation compatible with the existing interface 
of the O.TÜ.C. c0/2 computer. Since th is in terface was constructed 
interfacing for process control computers has become available with 
a wider range of cap abilities and consequently more scope is  offered 
to the system designer to satisfy  the engine interface, data transmission 
and economic requirements. The interfacing for the exploratory te s t 
rig  was consequently for from id eal.
I t  i s  anticipated thrt engine te s t specifications will continue 
to change and os a result new instrumentation and te s t programs w ill 
always be required. The need for adaptability underlines the basic 
requirement that programming methods and instrumentation should have 
su fficien t f le x ib il ity  to enable changes to be made relatively easily . 
Commuter languages must enable the test engineer to communicate his 
requirements d irectly  to the computer, and to aid the commissioning of 
new routines manual operation of the te s t  f a c i l i ty  must be possible.
I t  i s  also important that wherever possible the computer should 
calibrate end check the operation of the interfacing and data 
transmission.
Programming te s t routines for the exploratory te s t fa c ility  
in the assembly language 'Symbol1 proved extremely tedious. Assembly 
languages for real time applications are not easy to learn and demand 
of the programmer an intimate knowledge of the workings of the computer 
interface before any useful results can be achieved.
I t  was interesting to note that a subroutine block structure for 
constructing the test programs evolved naturally, '/henever i t  was 
found that a new series of instructions were used freouently they were 
assembled to form a new subroutine block. As the a rt of programming
became more developed the te s t  programs becane more a series of
subroutines c e lls  and consequently the programming method began to 
resemble that, of a high level language» This natural evolution of 
program structure underlines the need for th° formal development of 
such a language.
2 . Measurement technioues.
The transfer of data from analog to d ig ita l form essentially 
involves a sampling operation. Sampling rates must be made high 
enough to prevent freouency aliasing or alternatively the bandwidth 
of the signal must be reduced before the sampling takes place, before 
any measurement procedure which involves analog to d ig ita l conversion 
is  adopted a knowledge of the freouency spectrum of the variable to 
be measured is  reouired.
With the exploratory test rig the choice of sampling freouency 
was limited by the speed of the analog input multiplexor and the 
need to maintain a fa ir ly  simple program structure, ’ ’easurement 
bandwidths were therefore limited in the ease3 where the freouency 
spectrum contained significant components above 5 Kz. "here measurements 
derived from steady state operation were used to generate output data 
noise components due to combustion irregu larities were attenuated by 
d ig ita l f i lte r in g .
3 . Controls and instrumentation.
The closed loon spaed control system.
The transfer dynamics of the speed control loop were a function 
of the ch aracteristics of the engine as well as of the dynamometer.
I t  was therefore essential to take into account the dynamics of both 
in the design of the speed control. To.is i s  the price that must be 
paid fo r the increased accessib ility  to the operating range of the 
engine that is  afforded by such a control.
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The lim itations in performance of the speed control were 
imposed by the inductance of the dynamometer field windings® To 
overcome th is lim itation a f ie ld  current control amplifier with 
an excessively large output voltage swing is  required. The design 
of the amplifier for the exploratory system was essentially  a 
compromise, the objective being to provide an adequate output 
voltage range for steady state operation and for small step changes 
in speed ( i . e .  under 500 R .P .l'.)  The speed control gave very adequate 
performance, demonstrating th at loop gain changes as large as 9 : 1 
could be accommodated where the changes in dynamics are not too severe.
Ignit i on timing control.
Although considerable accuracj7 of ignition timing was achieved 
by the d ig ita l measurement of engine rotation this measurement proved 
d if f ic u lt  to -*>Ve, p a r t i c u l a r l y  in the confined space where on engino
t
i s  tested with the gearbox in s itu . Furthermore, the system as used 
on the exploratory test rig involved unnecessary digital to analog 
and analog to d ig ita l con.-orsions as the computer interface was not 
equippod with fa s t d ig ita l outputs.
A simpler form of control could be achieved by the provision 
of a controllable time delay dependent on engine speed. Comparable 
accuracy over a sneed range could be achieved 'with analog circu its 
and i t  would then only be necessary to provide a single transducer 
to in it ia te  the time delay.
Carburettor float, cha-her pressure control.
The carburettor float chamber pressure control was I t s e l f  
used as a means of controlling mixture strength. However, with 
th is mode of operation carburettor design dat« w ill be orosented 
to the engineer in the form o f float chamber pressures relative to 
je t  sizes.
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A more useful node of operation of the control ves within a 
constant fuel flow rate loop. Py adjusting the demanded fuel flow 
rate u ntil the oosired operating conditions are achieved design 
data is  nade moré d irectly  available to the ca.rhuret.tor designed.
The constant fuel flow rate operation was achieved with integral 
control. There is  scope for further investigation of the dynamics 
of this control loop. The advantages of this mode of operation, 
made possible by the continuous fuel flow measurement, warrant a 
more extensive study in order to optimise control system design. 
Continuous fuel flew r«t-e nr-enrenent.
The hot-film fuel flow rate measurement indicated very large
pulsations in the flow rate at a frequency corresponding to that of
cylinder fir in g . These pulsations were present under a l l  operating
conditions of the engine and their amplitude was of the order of
half the moan flew rate .*
The performance of the measurement system was checked under 
these conditions over the range 0-2 gellonsAour by cc-maring i t s  
time average with a volumetric flow rate measurement. ,5s * r9£?u lt 
of this comparison i t  was concluded that the instrument satisfied the 
manufacturer's claims which specified an accuracy of 2f of fu ll scale 
or 5f of the reading (whichever is  t ve smaller).
For making measurements under steady state operation gravimetric 
or volumetric methods «poear to be more suitable, since time averaging 
is  inherent anc the equipment is  more rugged. The expense and 
sophistication of hot film measurements is  only justifyablo where a 
continuous measurement, of fuel flow is  required, such as for operation 
with a fu el flow rate control or to study performance under transient
conditions.
Throttle control.
Hie quantisation of the throttle  movement proved to be the main 
disadvantage associated with the steeping motor drive. The effect
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A more useful mode of operation of the control was within a 
constant fuel flow rate loop. Py adjusting the demanded fuel flow 
rate until the desired operating conditions ere achieved design 
data is  ’-ade more directly  .avail.able to the carburettor designed.
The constant fuel flow rate oneration was achieved with integral 
control. There i s  scope for further investigation of the dynamics 
of this control loop. The advantages of th is mode of operation, 
made possible by the continuous fuel flow measurement, warrant a 
more extensive study in order to optimise control system design. 
Continuous fuel flow rate measurement.
The hot-film  fuel flow rate measurement indicated vary large 
pulsations in the flow rate at n frequency corresponding to that of 
cylinder fir in g . These pulsations were present under "11 operating 
conditions of the engine and their amplitude was of the order of 
h a lf the moan flew rate .
t
The performance of ihe measurement system was checked under 
these conditions over the range C-2 pallons/hour by cc-oaring i t s  
time average with a volumetric flow rnto measurement* is  a. result 
of th is comparison i t  was concluded that the instrument sati sfied the 
manufacturer's claims which specified an accuracy of 2f of fu ll scale 
or l5f of the reading (whichever is  the sm aller).
For making measurements under steady state operation gravimetric 
or volumetric methods appear to be more suitable, since time averaging 
is  inherent anc the equipment is  more rugged. The expense and 
sophistication o f hot film measurements is  only justifyablo where a 
continuous measurement, of fuel flow is  required, such as for operation 
with a fuel flow rate control or to study performance under transient 
conditions.
Throttle control.
The quantiset.ion of the throttle movement proved to be the main 
disadvantage .associated with the stepping motor drive. The effect
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of quantisation 'ms particularly noticeable at small throttle  
openings where the gain of the throttle  was highest. In a practical 
engine te s t fa c il ity  a motor drive system which is  huilt around the 
carburettor body is  not acceptable. The control system must assume 
a form such that i t  can easily be transferred from one carburettor to  
another.
Toroue - p-surenant.
Although the shaft torque measurements provided valuable data 
fo r the mathematical modelling study their usefulness in routine 
testing is  considered doubtful in view of the practical d ifficu ltie s  
involved. A more reliable and accurate form of torque measurement 
can be achieved by using a load c e ll  to measure dynamometer reaction. 
This method also increases the stiffn ess of the dynamometer reaction 
support compared with the spring balance method of measurement.
A • Sr’namic lord simulation•
Vehicle te s t  procedures which involve measuring performa.nce 
a fter  several thousand miles of road use are not uncommon. They 
are d iffic u lt  to execute for the simple reason that there is  a severe 
risk  that the vehicle w ill he irreparably damaged beforo the requisite 
number of miles have teen covered. I t  is  also easier to spoly 
sophisticated instrumentation to an engine on a te s t  ted than to a 
vehicle on a chassis dynamometer. There is  a need therefore to s i-u la te  
vehicle loads on a test bed. For the loading to he representative the 
leading Fystem must exhibit the appropriate inertia and dissipative 
ch aracteristics.
In ertia l characteristics can be achieved by analog simulation 
or simply by the use of a rotating mass. The former is  more complex 
to apply since the loading device must he capable of regeneration, 
but changes in inertia can be made relatively easily and quickly.
The use of a rotating mess offers a simpler solution since i t  then
-  1 u  -
i s  only necessary for the load to be a function of speed. Regeneration 
i s  s t i l l  required to simulate over-run conditions. ’There inertia is  
simulated load torque w ill necessarily be a function of both speed 
and i t s  derivative. The simulating control loop should in both cases 
derive i t s  torque measurement from the counting shaft, but shaft torque 
measurement can be avoided i f  su fficien t compliance is  b u ilt into the 
dynamometer reaction supports.
5• The future of  on-l ine te s t ing•
On-line computer control of engine testing has shown i t s e lf  to 
be a. particularly  powerful means of aiding the task of the development 
engineer by performing calculations, and by executing supervisory and 
decision making processes. The importance of providing the engineer 
with t e s t  data in the most easily assimilated form immediately the 
te s t is  complete cannot be ever-emphasised. The computer has the 
inherent capability of doing just th is .
The majority of the author's time during the research project 
’.jas spent on the design, development and construction of interfacing 
foi the engine. The resulting interfacing was far from ideal in i t s  
mode of operation or comprehensive in i t s  coverage. Experience has 
shown the simplest approaches to instrumentation to he the most 
e ffectiv e  even i f  th eir use involves some loss of tire  during te s ts .
I t  is  f e l t  that this is  the area where most of the research effort is
t i l l  required
-  155 -
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All electrical circuit m odel and an analog computer simulation 
have been developed to represent the dynamic behaviour o f  an 1C 
engine and eddy current dynamometer system. Carious refinements 
to the mode! a re  introduced and its perform ance is compared with 
that o f  the rea l system using pseudo-random binary sequence and  
tinewave testing techniques. A b r ie f  description o f  the necessary 
instrumentation and interfacing is included.
1. INTRODUCTION AND AIM S
The model was developed lo clarify, and suggest solutions to 
the control problems that exist with IC  engine/dynamometer test 
rigs. The overall aim was to promote an increase in the efficiency 
of 1C engine performance evaluation. The model is developed in 
terms of a lumped electrical circuit analogy. This is an estab­
lished and convenient form for representing the interconnections 
between the various physical components o f the system. In order 
to carry out control studies a linearised version o f the model has 
been programmed for simulation on an analog computer. An 
essential part o f the study has been to compare the theoretical 
results from the model with those obtained from the test rig 
itself. This is carried out using pseudo random binary sequence, 
step, and sinewave testing techniques. In order to carry out 
measurements and interface the test rig with a digital computer, a 
digital transfer function analyser and controllers, it has been 
necessary to develop instrumentation and control systems i nese 
are briefly described.
2. PLANT AND INSTRUM ENTATION
The engine is a 1725 cc petrol engine representative o f the type 
currently used to power medium-sized passenger cars. The 
engine is coupled to an eddy current dynamometer with power 
dissipation capabilities which comfortably exceed the output o f 
the engine. The power absorption is controlled by adjusting the 
field excitation current. Energy absorbed is converted into heat in 
the dynamometer casing which is cooled by a constant stream 
of water, delivered under pressure from a pump. The dynamo­
meter casing is free to swing in trunion bearings and is fitted 
with weighing gear as a means o f measuring the torque supplied 
to it. Because o f its mode o f operation the dynamometer is not 
capable o f supplying power to the engine under steady state 
conditions.
Heat is removed from the dynamometer cooling water circuit, 
Ihe engine cooling water circuit, and the lubricating oil by heat 
exchangers. Safety circuits shut down the plant and turn off the 
engine ignition in the event o f a dynamometer cooling water or 
lubrication failure, or in the event o f  a mains power failure.
The instrumentation o f the engine test rig has been designed 
to be compatible with the voltage range o f the digital computer 
interface.
Integrated circuit operational amplifiers, around which much 
of the instrumentation is based, work lincai ly over this voltage 
range.
The carburettor is equipped with a feedback angular position 
controller to actuate the throttle. The throttle is moved by a 
directly connected stepping motor and the throttle opening angle
'School or Eoslnaorins Science, The Unlvenllr of Warwick.
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of the plant.
is measured by a directly connected potentiometer. For small 
amplitude sinusoidal inputs up to 5 per cent, o f fsd, the servo 
has a flat response up to IS Hz.
A feedback controller controls the dynamometer field current. 
Small signal step changes in demanded field current give rise to 
actual changes with a rise time o f 4 ms.
The torsional strain in the coupling shaft between the engine 
and dynamometer is measured with resistance strain gauges. 
These are connected in a bridge configuration. The change in 
resistance o f the gauges modulates the frequency of an oscillator, 
which is located on the coupling shaft. The output o f the 
oscillator and power supplies are fed through slip-rings. The 
frequency output is demodulated and converted into an ana­
log voltage signal.
Dynamometer speed is measured by an ac tachometer. The 
output o f the tachometer is rectified, smoothed and appro­
priately scaled in a buffer circuit.
Engine cooling water and lubricant temperatures are measured 
by thermistor probes, and are under electronic closed loop 
control.
A block diagram of the system showing the positions o f Inputs 
and outputs is given in Figure I.
3. TH E PLANT MODEL
The basis o f the electro-mechanical analogy used in the plant 
model is the formal similarity o f the mathematical equations 
describing the properties of the two physically diverse systems 
The analogy is defined in Table I. It will be appreciated that the 
choice o f current to represent torque and voltage to represent 
angular velocity is arbitrary, and could equally well have been 
reversed, in which case an inductance would be used to represent 
a moment of inertia and a capacitance flexibility.1
The model is developed initially to represent the system under 
steady state conditions about a chosen operating point in the 
middle o f the torque and speed ranges. To extend the model so 
that it will represent the system under dynamic conditions at this 
point the energy storage elements and time delays are added. 
Their interactions and magnitudes are evaluated by structural
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Fig. 2 Engine and dynamometer torque-speed characteristics.
considerations and dynamics measurements.
The engine torque/speed curves for the full range o f throttle 
servo inputs are given in Figure 2. Difficulties were encountered 
in obtaining the curves in the low speed and high torque regime 
due to unstable operation. The curves in this regime were ob­
tained using a proportional speed control which acted upon the 
dynamometer field current. The engine is represented by a 
voltage source, Ve with internal resistance. Re , shown in 
Figure 3a. The slope o f the torque/speed curves remains sub­
stantially constant for the full range o f throttle settings. Ve is 
given by the intercept o f the tangent to the torque/speed curve 
with the speed axis. The slope o f this tangent equals — 1 /R e . 
The model structure is valid throughout the torque/speed range 
of the engine. At low speeds with large throttle openings the 
slope o f the characteristic changes sign. Under these conditions 
Ri: becomes negative. Ve is a function o f throttle opening, 
which is governed by the input voltage to the throttle servo Vr.
T94
Fig. 3 (a) Engine steady state model.
(b) Dynamometer steady state model.
Definition of the analogy.
T A B L E  1
Mechanical
Quantity
Electrical
Quantity
Mechanical
Units
Electrical
Units
T orque Current Poundal Feet Amps
Angular Velocity Voltage Radians/Second Volts
Inertia Capacitance Ibm.ft2 Farads
Viscous Damping Resistance Rads/sec.ft.pdl. Ohms
Compliance Inductance Rads/pdl.ft. Henrys
The relationship between Vr and Ve is shown in Figure 4. If 
the low speed high torque regime is excluded the relationship 
between Vr and Ve  is substantially linear.
The dynamometer torque/speed curves are given in Figure 2. 
The small signal model for the dynamometer is given by a 
resistance Rn  in parallel with a current generator In, and is 
given in Figure 3b. The values are obtained in a similar manner 
to those for the engine. The small signal effect o f a change in 
field current h  is to change the value of In. F o r  larger signals 
it is not possible to make the assumption that Rf  is constant 
and I d is linearly related to field current.
In the analogy the coupling shaft is represented by a short- 
circuit coupling, as no velocity difference exists across it in the 
steady state.
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Fig. 5 Throttle-Speed frequency response of the engine.
Extension to the model to include dynamics
A consideration o f the detailed structure o f the engine would 
lead to a ir.uJel including energy dissipation elements due to 
sett ice, pumping thermodynamic and mechanical losses, energy 
storage elements due to the various reciprocating and rotating 
parts which would all contribute to the dynamic behaviour. 
(Service losses are those due to such items as the dynamo and 
Cooling fan drive.) Because o f this, the most significant dynamics 
of the engine were revealed by experimental investigation. This 
»as carried out by decoupling the engine flywheel from the shaft 
connecting it to the dynamometer and obtaining a scries of 
transfer functions between input voltage to the throttle servo 
and engine speed. The transfer functions were measured over a 
range o f mean speeds using a digital transfer function analyser, a 
t> pical result is show n in Figure 5. Examination o f the amplitude 
plots o f the transfer function revealed the dynamics o f a first 
Older system. The phase plots correspond to a first order system 
with a time delay. The time delay was found to be proportional 
to the inverse o f engine speed and is given by ( 104/enginc speed 
in rpm) seconds. This would be accounted for by the average 
time taken to inhale and ignite a charge. The capacitor Ce is 
introduced into the model to represent the lumped inertia o f the 
engine. Its value is derived from the engine source resistance Re
Fig. 6 (a) Engine dynamic modal.
(b ) Shalt dynamic modal.
(c ) Dynamometer dynamic modal.
Numerical values for the electrical analogy.
Mont- and Comfort
T A B L E  2
1 v o lt — 52.4 rads s (10 v =  5000 rpm) 
1 amp =  322 pdl/ft (10 v =  100 lbf/ft)
Re 1.19ft
Ce 0.447 F
Ls 5.32 x 10_ 4 7/
Rs 0.455 ft
Cu 1.38 F
Ru 3.00 fi
CK 7.57 x IO3 F
and the time constant o f  the first order system. The dynamic 
model o f the engine is given in Figure 6a.
Examination o f the mechanical structure o f the dynamometer 
reveals a large rotor inertia. Energy absorption is carried out 
between the rotor and the outer casing. The rotor inertia giving 
the value of C o, was evaluated by carrying out simple mechanical 
tests. The outer casing o f the dynamometer is connected to the 
weighing gear through a lever arm. The weighing gear is com­
prised o f a spring and dashpot system, connected at one end to 
the inertial frame of reference and at the other to the lever 
system. The component values associated with the dynamometer 
outer casing and weighing gear were evaluated from physical 
measurement o f the spring and lever arm and a step response of 
the system. Hence Cn, R h and Ln  were determined. The dynamic 
model o f the dynamometer is given in Figure 6c.
To  complete the model the connecting shaft is represented by 
an inductor in parallel with a resistor, since it behaves like a 
torsional spring with internal damping. The shaft shiftless was 
measured physically, and the internal damping was derived from 
inspection o f the transient response o f the anchored shaft 
attached to the dynamometer rotor. The model of the shaft is 
shown in Figure 6b. Table 2 assigns the equivalent electrical 
values to the model.
4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
To reduce the order o f the model and simplify the problem of 
comparing the model with the plant the dynamometer casing 
was clamped to the inertial frame of reference. This operation 
also permits the design o f  closed loop torque and speed control 
systems with a marginally greater bandwidth than would be 
otherwise possible. This simplified form of the model is given in 
Figure 7.
The initial verification o f the model was carried out using 
sine-wave testing techniques. Subsequently on-line identification 
techniques using pseudo-random binary sequences (I’RHS) were 
employed. Finally step responses for the plant were compared 
with those obtained from the analog computer model.
The measured variables available were dynamometer speed. 
Vo, and shaft torque. Is, and the input variables were the voltages 
applied to the throttle servo. Vt , and the dynamometer field 
current controller, Vt.. Four transfer functions would therefore 
define the small signal dynamic performance. An ALGOL 60 
program was written to calculate the theoretical frequency 
responses for the model, and these urc compared with those 
obtained with the digital transfer function analyser (TFA)-’ in
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Fig. 8 Frequency response of torque and speed to throttle perturbations. Solid line shows the computed results.
Fig. 9 Frequency response of torque and speed to load perturbations.
Figures 8 and 9. Measurements over the range 0.001 to 15 Hz 
sere taken with the TFA. In this range the experimental and 
theoretical transfer functions between the throttle servo input 
•ml dynamometer speed and shaft torque show favourable 
•greement. However the responses o f shaft torque and dynamo­
meter speed to inputs to the dynamometer field current control
show poor agreement. These responses are compared in Figure 9. 
It was suggested that the extra attenuation at high frequencies 
of the plant was due to the flux build-up associated with the 
dynamometer casing and rotor. To investigate this, the frequency 
response between the field current control input voltage and flux 
was examined using a search coil. This response is given in
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Fig. 10 Frequency response of flux in the dynamometer to field current perturbations.
Figure 10. The experimental result has been modified to remove 
the differentiating action of the search coil. From examination o f 
this response it was deduced that the flux build up contributed 
two cascaded first order lags. The revised model including these 
lags is shown in Figure 11. The revised frequency responses o f 
shaft torque and dynamometer speed to the input to the dynamo­
meter field current control showed considerably better agreement. 
These are shown in Figure 12.
A now established method of system identification using 
PRBS3 was examined as a comparison with sine wave testing. 
The advantages o f using non-sinusoidal perturbations is that 
many frequencies can be excited simultaneously. A PRBS has the 
further advantage that its power is spread evenly over the lower 
harmonics o f the spectrum. The test rig was operated on-line by a 
digital computer, all measurements being available to the com­
5A IN
puter on analog inputs. Correlation methods using PRBS, 
which are particularly suited to digital computers, were used to 
evaluate the impulse responses of the system. To ensure a flat 
power spectrum over the frequency range of interest the PRBS 
bit rate was made twice the highest frequency concerned with in 
the identification. The slowest time constant to be identified 
defines the period of the sequence. A bit frequency o f 25 Hz and 
a period o f 150 s would be required to cover the range of engine 
time constants. The nearest available sequence to fit this speci­
fication has 4095 bits and w ith a period of 150 s the harmonics are 
spread every 0.0066 Hz. This would give excellent frequency 
resolution but requires excessive computer time and space for 
computation o f all the shifts necessary to describe the system. 
To avoid this, high, low and mid frequency experiments were 
carried out. In the lower and mid-frequency experiments high
PH A S S
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Fig. 13 Estimates of impulse response obtained using'[PRBS and correlation techniques.
frequencies were excluded with a digital filter. A 31 bit sequence 
was used for perturbation at three different clock rates. For the 
high and mid frequency experiments identification of the lower 
frequencies was avoided since no components of the perturb­
ations exist at frequencies below the fundamental. The bit rates 
for the three experiments were 10 s, I s  and l/25th s. With a 
31 bit sequence this leads to dilferent fundamental frequencies 
and different harmonic spacings. so that in the fastest sequence 
frequency resolution is in steps of 0.806 Hz. This is marginally 
satisfactory for identification of the system resonance w hich has 
a bandwidth o f the same order.
Impulse responses obtained from PRBS perturbations are 
shown in Figure 13. The efTect of the filter used to attenuate the 
high frequencies can be taken into account by assuming a 
modified autocorrelation function of the PRBS4. For the running 
average filter used the effect on the autocorrelation function is 
shown in Figure 14. The impulse responses obtained from the 
high frequency perturbations were noisy. For all responses 
except that from the throttle servo input to torque the plant 
heavily attenuates high frequencies and the swamping o f signals 
by noise makes identification at these frequencies difficult. The 
throttle servo suffers from velocity limiting when following a 
two level signal. This has the same effect as operating on the 
throttle input signal with a running average filter. With the 
velocity limit and the PRBS amplitudes involved significant 
attenuation occurred at 8 Hz and above, due to the sharp cut-off 
o f the running averager frequency characteristic. An improved 
result for the impulse response of shaft torque to throttle per­
turbations was obtained by perturbing the ignition advance in 
place o f  the throttle angle. The results arc shown in Figure 15.
Step responses for the plant and analog computer model are 
shown in  Figure 16. The throttle velocity limit will significantly 
affect the high frequency components of a large step input, 
therefore it  is difficult to identify the high frequency performance 
o f  the r ig  fro m  these responses.
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Dynamic equations and analog computer simulation setting to torque using PRBS.
The three state variables chosen for the electromechanical 
model were the engine speed Vf  the dynamometer speed Vo, and 
the shaft torque Is .
The state space matrix equations for the system, assuming 
linear operation are:
Fig. 17 (Above) Interconnections for the analog computer 
simulation.
(d/d/)(->■ = —  1 ICk Re 0 — 1 ICe ' - v F - 1 IReCe 0 Ve'
(d/d/) VD = 0 -  1/CdR d 1ICD Vn + 0 — 1 /C d Id
(d/d/)/s . = _ ( l/L s— ¡¡C eReRsW /C dR dRs -  1/LsKÌ/C eRs -  1 ICoRs). _ Is . .1 /C eReRs 1 ¡C uRs_
Where Ve =  4.86 Vr
and 0.0332 </-/d/-(/0) -f 0.713 d/d/(//>) 4 In  =  1.26 Vi. 
Vt  =  throttle servo input voltage 
Vf =  engine source voltage 
Vl =  load current amplifier input voltage
STEP RESPONSES
MODEL
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Fifl. 16 Step responses obtained from the rig compared with the responses of the analog computer simulation.
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agreement over the frequency range 0.001 to 10 Hz. The model 
can he used in transfer function or state space form for control 
system design. The analog computer model has already proved 
useful in the evaluation o f control schemes; control performance 
can he studied without the risk o f damage to the rig by over 
speeding.
With the rig, sinewave testing did not prove unduly time 
consuming, since the system time constants are moderately short 
Special equipment, in the form of a digital transfer function 
analyser, was required in order to derive the results quickly. 
Step responses gave rapid results when examining the slowest 
system time constants with a minimum of a  priori knowledge. 
Without the knowledge of the time constants involved gained 
from the sinewave testing the design o f experiments using 
PRBS perturbations for dynamic system identification proved 
most difficult. The velocity limiting o f the throttle servo rendered 
identification o f the high frequency response o f the plant difficult 
when using PRBS and step perturbations.
The slope o f the torque/speed characteristics o f the engine alter 
significantly in certain regimes o f operation. For the model to be 
representative its parameters should also be changed. In particu­
lar Re , the equivalent source resistance o f the engine becomes 
negative in the high torque and low speed regime. Under some 
operating conditions the other energy absorption elements in the 
model fail to swamp this, and the system becomes unstable 
causing the engine to stall. The use o f a feedback speed control 
operating on dyamometcr field current stabilised the operation 
of the rig which allowed the plotting o f torque/speed curves in 
this regime.
The resonance associated with the rig has been found to 
impose limits on the performance of control and optimising 
systems associated with the rig.
FURTHER W ORK
The analog computer is to be extended to simulate as far as 
possible the non-linearities o f the system.
Computer programs have been developed to evaluate the noise 
spectra o f the rig output. It is intended to use these to improve the 
accuracy o f the PRBS and step responses, using a generalised 
least squares technique.
To alleviate the problems associated with the coupling shaft it 
is intended to replace ihis with a type incorporating universal 
joints with a greater compliance. In this way it is hoped to extend 
the useful frequency range o f torque measurements.
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The Fundamentals of Electrohydraulic 
Servo-controlled Fatigue Test Rig Design— Part 1
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THE DEVELOPMENT of the electrohydraulic servo 
system was stimulated by the demands of the aerospace 
industry to solve control problems such as those presented 
by radar antenna drives and rocket steering systems. Low 
power level electrical signals are processed electronically 
to control high power, rapid response hydraulic equipment. 
The component which is vital to the closed loop chain is 
the servo valve, which transforms the electrical control 
signal into an hydraulic flow. Over the past few years the 
difficulties associated with the production of these valves 
have been overcome and the electronic techniques associ­
ated with closing the loop have been understood. This, 
backed by the flexibility of control ottered by electro­
hydraulic servo systems has brought their use to other 
fields. Commercial electrohydraulic fatigue testing equip­
ment has been available for several years for mechanical 
testing. The capabilities of this type of equipment have 
been outlined in Ref. I.
The design and performance of an electrohydraulic 
servo-controlled fatigue test rig can be established from 
certain basic mechanical, electronic and control engineer­
ing principles without resorting to complex mathematics. 
The control system can be designed to allow for a consider­
able variety of test rig/component layouts. Frequency 
responses flat from d.c. to about 25Hz are not uncommon.
The loop transfer function is the combined effect of 
the individual transfer functions of the mechanical and 
electrical components within the loop. The system design 
is simplified if these components have flat frequency 
responses and do not introduce significant phase lags 
within the frequency range mentioned. When this is the 
case, loop design and closed loop performance evaluation 
is relatively simple. Where significant phase lags do occur, 
the closed loop response can often be improved by closed 
loop transfer function measurement, which is used for the 
design of phase lead networks.
An extensive treatment of the analysis and design of 
hydraulic servo systems is given in Ref. 2, while the subject 
is treated more generally in Ref. 3. The basic electro­
hydraulic servo loop with component force as the con­
trolled parameter is shown in Fig. 1.
Hydraulic Circuit Considerations
By far the largest number of hydraulic power supply 
units in electrohydraulic servo systems maintain a fixed 
pressure level regardless of the flow demand placed upon 
the supply by the load. Constant pressure supply units 
have the advantage that several loads can be paralleled 
from one supply unit, and they afford more linear character­
istics from the servo valve. Self-contained hydraulic 
power packs can be bought from hydraulic equipment 
manufacturers complete with accumulators, microfilters, 
pressure relief valves, dump valves, etc., and fail-sale 
systems which cut out with excessive variations in oil 
temperature, level and pressure.
Most systems operate with 3000lbf/in* supply pressure.
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Fig. 2. Hydraulic ram and servo valve 2in dia. ram. Moog 
Series 21 servo valve. (Courtesy Keelavite Hydraulics Ltd., 
Dowty Hydraulic Units Ltd.)
The maximum required delivery is dictated by the flow 
capacity of the servo valve. The power pack, servo valve 
and hydraulic ram should be compatible with the same 
hydraulic oil and supply pressure. The ram can be sub­
jected to full supply pressure during slow cycling and 
static operation because then there is little pressure drop 
through the servo valve.
Oil system cleanliness is of utmost importance. The 
servo valve is most susceptible to particle contamination 
because of the small clearances between the spool and 
sleeve'41. The chosen servo valve will dictate the system 
filtration level, usually of the order of lOu. A recommended 
practice is to install a filter in the pressure line, as near to 
the servo valve as practicable, in addition to that on the 
power pack, because particle contamination can originate 
in high pressure lines between the pump and servo valve.
Standard hydraulic pressure tube and couplings can be 
used to connect a servo valve mounting block to the 
ram, and the servo valve is then easily bolted to the mount­
ing block, (Fig. 2). Alternatively, some ram bodies are 
drilled to provide fluid galleries which terminate in ports 
at a machined face and which mate with similar ports on 
the servo valve manifold. The ram/servo valve assembly is 
then connected to the power pack with standard flexible, 
hydraulic pressure hose and couplings to complete the 
hydraulic circuit. .
Any disconnexions in the hydraulic circuit should be 
followed by a thorough circuit flushing. This involves 
replacing the servo valve with a flushing block and running 
at reduced pressure for about one hour to ensure that any 
particle contaminants are filtered from the oil supply.
Servo Valves
There are many types of servo valve and ¡>n extensive 
review has beer, made by Kinney and W. iss<5>. The 
criteria which determine the performance specification of 
a servo valve are given in Ref. 6.
The basic servo valve is one in which the output flow to 
a constant ioad is proportional to the electrical input 
current. The most common arrangement consists of a low 
power electrical motor with two windings, known as the 
valve coils, and two stages of hydraulic power amplifica­
tion, (Fig. 3). A signal applied to the motor deflects the 
flapper to provide a pressure difference proportional to 
the input signal which controls the second stage, consisting 
of a spool-sleeve assembly. A large group of valves use 
this principle. Valve weights are about lib and their 
flow capacities vary between 2 and 60in3/s for 3000 to 
40001 bf/in2 supplies, with internal leakage flows from 0-25 
to 1 -5in*/s. Electrical input powers are of the order 0 05 
to 0-2W and 90 phase shift frequencies 100 to 200Hz. 
The servo valve and ram together form an integrating 
component and cannot be used in an open loop without 
null shift. In fatigue testing it is usual to use this type of 
valve in a closed loop with component force feedback.
The required valve flow capacity can be determined from 
the maximum values of test frequency, ram displacement 
and net ram piston area. Reference 7 gives the necessary 
guide lines to be followed for the servo valve/hydraulic 
ram specification, but note that flows are expressed in 
U.S. gallons. Errors introduced by the servo valve dead 
zone, hysteresis, null-shift and resolution characteristics 
are not usually significant in the overall system accuracy. 
However, the valve flow capacity should not be excessively 
greater than the maximum required flow since these errors 
will be roughly proportional to the valve flow capacity.
The next step is to establish the approximate dynamic 
response for the servo valve from the manufacturer's data. 
The frequency response between output flow at zero load 
pressure and a sinusoidally varying input current can be 
approximately described by a first order transfer function 
for the limited frequency range given by:
T =  servo valve time constant: dictates the valve 
dynamics and is largely determined by valve flow 
capacity (seconds).
K v =  servo valve static flow gain; determined from valve 
rated flow and input current (in3/s/mA). 
s =  Laplace operator.
Fig. 3. Two-stage electrohydraullc flow control servo valve. 
(Courtesy o f  Moog Servo Controls Inc.)
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This approximation holds providing the resonant fre­
quency of the valve load combination (i.e. oil compressibility 
and damping, and load mass and stiffness) is high. A 
dominant non-linearity in the system will be the force rate 
of change limit (or velocity limit) introduced at maximum 
valve flow. This non-linearity will be amplitude and 
frequency dependent and will produce behaviour sub­
stantially like a first order system. Correct specification 
of the servo valve flow capacity avoids introducing this 
non-linearity within the test frequency range. Thus, for 
the initial design in the frequency range of interest here, 
Gv(s) can be considered frequency independent, and:
Gv(s) =  Ky
The characteristics which affect the servo valve drive 
amplifier are the nominal maximum demand current, the 
maximum current which can be applied without damaging 
the valve coils, and the values of coil-resistances and 
inductances.
In practice, a servo valve proves to be a highly non­
linear device whose actual dynamic response varies with 
operating conditions, e.g . hydraulic supply temperature 
and pressure, signal input level, valve loading, etc. These 
effects are usually negligible for performance about the 
valve design operating point, and linear analysis techniques 
are adequate for inputs of the order of 25°/„ rated current. 
A more complete account of servo valve dynamic perform­
ance with empirical approximations which can be used in 
system design is given in the publication, Ref. 8.
Hydraulic Rams
The hydraulic ram dimensions are determined from the 
maximum force to be applied to the component, the ram 
differential pressure, and the ram stroke. Thus:
F  =  A P Ibf.
F  =  output force (Ibf).
A =  net piston area (in2).
P =  differential pressure (lbf/in2).
Oil-column resonant frequency is an important considera­
tion in the use of hydraulic rams and can represent a 
limitation on the performance of the servo system. The 
overall apparent bulk modulus of the valve/ram combina­
tion will be considerably lowered by using flexible tubing 
between the valve and ram. The oil column stiffness com­
bined in parallel with the component stiffness forms a 
resonant frequency which should be considerably higher 
than the desired system frequency response limit to avoid 
creating a closed loop stability problem. The ram stroke 
should in genetal be kept to a minimum in order to reduce 
the volume of oil enclosed in the ram. Neglecting load 
and piston damping, and assuming a rigid ram cylinder 
and valve connexions, the oil column stiffness is given:
B =  oil bulk modulus (lbf/in2).
V =  total half volume of the ram, provided that piston 
movements are small and about the stroke centre 
position (in').
The resonant frequency is:
r- * /(KO +  Kl) u ,
F’ 2 * V -----M----  HZ
K l  — component stiffness (Ibf/in).
M =■ load und piston effective dynamic mass (lb).
Usually the hydraulic stiffness is greater than the load 
stiffness, and the resonant frequency is well outside the 
frequency range of interest here.
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Fig. 4. Fatigue test rig. Frequency response up to 40Hz 
dynamic force ±3$tonf. (School o f  Engineering Science.
University o f  Warwick.)
Dynamically the ram acts as a pure integrator, provid­
ing there is no excessive seal or bearing oil leakage from 
the ram cylinder. Thus:
0 .» - i
Since the load combination will not affect the frequency 
range of interest, the gain of the hydraulic ram for the 
system design is:
Differential area rams can be used and compensation of 
the unequal area is made by the closed loop control action. 
Static and dynamic forces can be applied together. The 
application of a static lorce gives a hydraulic pressure 
difference across the piston and thus the peak value of
402
Fig. 5. Fatigue test rig. Trunnion 
mounted hydraulic ram driven by 
two servo valves in parallel. 
(Courtesy Ford Motor Co. Ltd.)
the dynamic load which can be applied about this static 
load is reduced. A wide range of commercial hydraulic 
rams with various types o f mounting are available. Cylinder 
damping is recommended to prevent shock loading. Two 
other factors influence the choice of the hydraulic ram, 
viz ram friction and asymmetric load reaction forces
Seal and bearing friction is important. It is preferable 
to use a combination o f rubber wiper seals with p.t.f.e. 
lined bearings and p.t.f.e. piston seals. Excessive friction 
will cause non-linear stick-slip piston rod movement. 
The amount of friction does effect the system response to 
small input signals, i.e. system resolution, which is men­
tioned in Ref. 6. System resolution can be improved by 
dithering the valve. Four hundred Hertz is the usual 
order of valve dither frequency.
The other main factor is the severity of the component 
load reaction forces experienced by the ram. Ram perform­
ance is best when driving into structurally symmetrical 
loads, i.e. in the axial push-pull mode, when industrial 
rams can usually be employed. Alignment of the com­
ponent drive with the ram is important to avoid excessive 
side loading. Satisfactory performance under cantilever 
loading is not easy to achieve because the ram is subjected 
to side loads and bending moments which have to be 
counterbalanced by the ram bearings. Special ram designs 
may have to be made to suit these conditions and the ram 
mounted on a swivel o r pivot so that it can “follow" 
component deformation.
Test Frame/Component Drive Considerations
The main point about the design of the test frame is to 
ensure that any mechanical resonant frequency falls 
outside the desired servo system frequency response limit 
by a factor of about ten. This avoids creating a closed
loop stability problem from the test frame dynamic 
behaviour.
Normally components are not designed to resonate 
within the test frequency range. The component itself 
will form a resonant frequency:
Kc =  component stiffness (Ibf/in).
Mc =  effective component mass (lb).
There are two approaches to the test frame design. 
The hydraulic ram and component can be mounted in a 
structural steel frame standing on an anti-vibration mount­
ing. The framework can be welded and constructed from 
standard hollow tubular steel sections, making it stiff and 
light to give high natural frequencies, (Fig. 4). Alterna­
tively, the design of mounting fixtures which can be clamped 
to a machined and keywayed base may be justified to give 
various component/ram layouts when many different 
components have to be tested (Fig. 5).
The component can be fixed between the ram and load 
cell, or the loadcell can be mounted on the piston rod. 
The load cell range determines the force capacity of the 
control system, and it should be closely matched to the 
test force range. Axial load cells should be compensated 
to eliminate any signal from bending due to misalignment. 
Achieved test rig component stresses are best measured 
by strain gauging the critical test areas and using a com­
ponent static calibration to check the stresses achieved 
dynamically and calculated from the load cell output.
Difficulties with component drive attachments usually 
arise when loading is from tension to compression and 
allowance has to be made for rotational movement.
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Backlash and waveform distortion can result from bearing 
drives. A spring steel «¿rip clamped at both ends and 
designed to act as a strut is flexible and gives a solution 
under these conditions. With axial loading the component 
can be rigidily boiled in position but alignment is important 
to avoid inducing high clamping stresses. Useful design 
data is given in Ref. 9.
Assuming that the test frame is very stiff compared with 
the component stillness, and that its dynamics do not 
contribute to the frequency range of interest, then the 
control loop design will only be affected by the load cell 
sensitivity and the component stiffness. The component 
is within the loop in a force control system. The load cell/ 
component transfer function can be assumed frequency 
independent for the frequency range of interest here, so 
that for the system design:
Kr *= component gain or stiffness; slope of load/ 
deflexion graph (Ibf/in)
Kl =  load cell gain or sensitivity; depends on bridge 
supply volts (uV/lbf).
Trip Circuits
Trip circuits shut down equipment at component failure.
The microswitch is a reliable electromechanical trip 
which is triggered from component deflexion, either 
directly or by a lever or cam to amplify component move­
ment. A plunger opens or closes electrical contacts which 
make or break an electrical circuit to shut down timers, 
hydraulic power pack, signal excitation, etc.
Thin wire can be included in a trip circuit and glued to 
the component surface to be broken as a fatigue crack 
propagates, although it is important to ensure that the 
gluing process does not affect the test results.
Another method is to pass a d.c. voltage through the 
component, providing it is held in grips which are electric­
ally insulated from the test rig, and component fracture 
breaks the circuit.
A reliable electronic circuit which works from the fall 
in load cell dynamic signal at component failure is shown 
in Fig. 6, and can be used except for very slow cycling 
tests. The load cell signal is rectified and amplified by a 
differential input operational amplifier to drive a transistor 
which provides the necessary current to energize a number 
of reed relay coils. The trips are set at the start of a test 
by a d.c. voltage and held by the dynamic signal. Low 
frequency signal components are blocked. For sinewave
ci
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Fig. i .  Trip amplifier circuit 
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testing the time constant of the feedback resistor,capacitor 
can be set to about Is but for random signals it may need 
to be higher, perhaps between 5 and 10s, to prevent the 
circuit from tripping as the amplifier voltage falls during a 
period of low load signal.
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SIMA Metrication Guide
THE Scientific Instrument Manufacturers' Association, 
(SIMA), have published a "Metrication Guide" for the 
use primarily of member companies.
The guide was compiled by the Metrication Working 
Party at the request of the Sima technica1 and standardiza­
tion committee and is based on an extremely practical and 
comprehensive approach to the problems.
The guide, which is extensively illustrated, is divided into 
five major sections:
(1) Introduction to metric working.
(2) Drawing office practice.
(3) Reference material.
(4) Managerial, commercial and clerical information.
(5) Training and education.
Although the guide was produced as part of the service 
provided by Sima to all its members, it is considered that 
in view of the general interest throughout British industry 
in the complex issues involved, it should be made available 
to other organizations.
The price per copy to non-members of Sima, including 
packing and postage is 50/-d. Orders for single or multiple 
copies, which shou d be accompanied by the necessary 
remittance, should be addressed in writing to Scientific 
Instrument Manufacturers’ Association, 20, Peel Street, 
London, W.8, and should be endorsed "Metrication 
Guide” .
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The Fundamentáis of Electrohydraulic 
Servo-controlled Fatigue Test Kig Design— Part 2
B y  B . C . FISH ER , Senior R esearch  A ssociate and
J .  V . C O M FO R T , R esearch  Graduate, S ch oo l o f  Engineering S c ien ce , University o f  Warwick.
AN ELECTRO H YD RA U LIC servo system has a high 
performance with an overall quick response. The hydraulic 
system operates at high power levels while the electrical 
system carries low energy signals, but both systems have 
rapid response speeds. The electrical system is flexible, 
and the overall system response may be compensated by 
additional electrical circuits rather than by their more 
complex hydraulic equivalents.
The availability of monolithic and integrated circuit 
operational amplifiers has greatly simplified the electronic 
design problems in electrohydraulic servo systems. Manu­
facturers’ data sheets include recommended balancing and 
stabilization circuits for a range of feedback configurations 
and performance figures aid the choice of a suitable ampli­
fier for different applications. Reference 1 gives a useful 
guide for the design and application of operation'll amplifier 
circuits.
The regulation of commercially available power supplies 
permits their direct use for amplifier drive and load c :ll 
excitation. Once designed, the electronic equipment can 
be arranged in separate modules—control amplifier, valve 
drive amplifier, power supply, etc .—and mounted in 
standard racks (Fig. 1). Multiway screened electrical 
cable is used to connect the remote load cell and servo 
valve to  this equipment.
The electronics of the basic electrohydraulic servo loop 
with component force sensed by a strain gauge bridge are 
shown in Fig. 2.
Stabilized Voltage Power Supply
The power supply provides the electronic component 
supply voltages, a voltage reference for the static load 
level, and the strain gauge bridge excitation for the load 
cell. Power supply rating is usually ±15V  about earth 
with a  current capacity up to 3A. The main factor to be 
considered in the specification of voltage stability is its 
effect on load cell measurement accuracy. Force measure­
ment accuracies are normally in the region of I °/„ because of 
hysteresis and lineurity errors of the lead cell. Voltage 
changes on the load cell must not, therefore, cause a 
significant increase in this figure.
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Fig. 2. Basic electronics o f  servo loop
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Variations in stabilized voltage supply are due to :—
(a) m ains voltage fluctuations',
(b) ripple an d  noise in regulating circuits;
(c) load  regulation caused by the supply having a  fin ite 
output impedance',
(d) tem perature changes which a ffect supply reference 
voltages an d  control circuits within the pow er supply itself.
Their cumulative effect should be less than 0-25%. For 
a typical precision power supply available commercially 
the corresponding figures are:—
(a) 0-001 \ f o r  ± 10 % change in mains supply voltage ',
(b) 0 -002% ;
(c) 0-01 % no load  to fu ll  load',
(d) 0-2%  f o r  \0degC temperature change.
No design problems should be encountered here.
Load Cell Ampllfler/Load Cell
The accuracy of the control loop is principally deter­
mined by the accuracy of the force measurement. The use 
of strain gauges for force measurement involves a high 
gain differential input operational amplifier in order to 
increase the measurement signal level to that comparable 
with the control loop command signal. Adequate considera­
tion must be given to the effects of temperature, electrical 
interference and noise, amplifier gain and the feedback 
configuration if acceptable accuracy of force measurement 
is to be achieved1’ 1. Drift at the load cell amplifier is seen 
at the summing junction as an error in the static load level. 
This error causes the servo system to alter the static load 
level until the drift signal has been cancelled. To achieve 
accurate results it will be necessary to use a low drift, 
chopperless, differential input operational amplifier to 
amplify the load cell signal, together with metal film or 
metal oxide resistors which define the amplifier closed 
loop gain.
« 1
For the system design here, the frequency invariant 
amplifier gain is:
1C A3 *= amplifier gain, usually 500 to 1000.
The strain gauge bridge resistance is usually about 
250fl. The bridge can be bdanced by paralleling one arm 
with a variable resistance, u-ually of the order of lOOkll. 
When the load cell amplifier output is monitored the input 
resistance of the monitoring equipment should be high, 
e.g. an oscilloscope; otherwise, the equipment causes 
electrical loading effects. A differential amplifier oscillo­
scope is required to monitor servo valve voltage. A voltage 
follower1' 1 is a useful buffer amplifier to insert between 
the control loop and monitoring equipment.
Control Amplifier
The control amplifier forms the difference or error 
between the input signal, which is the demanded force, 
and the measured force. The input may be the sum of a 
mean force level and a time varying demand. Similar 
considerations to those in the load cell amplifier design 
apply but since smaller gains arc usually required, condi­
tions are less stringent.
For the system design here the gain of the amplifier 
transfer function is:
Ka‘ “  1 + iQ
Kai -  control amplifier gain, usually 1 to 10.
Adjustment of the system gain potentiometer fixes the 
level of the amplified error voltage signal available at the 
servo valve drive amplifier input.
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Servo Valve Drive Amplifier
The servo valve drive amplifier uses current feedback 
as opposed to voltage feedback. Operation in this mode 
helps to swamp any changes in coil resistance and induct­
ance that occur due to changes in the temperature and 
reflected impedance of the hydraulic load. The purpose of 
this is to stabilize control loop gain and minimize the 
phase shift through the amplifici/valve combination. To 
protect the servo valve from excessive currents, a current 
limit should be incorporated in the amplifier design. 
Connecting the valve coils in parallel reduces their effective 
impedance and hence the drive current limitation due to 
amplifier output voltage saturation. However, this condi­
tion should not occur during normal testing.
Any small high frequency current demand, c.g. amplifier 
chopper frequency or signal carrier frequency, causes a 
high voltage across the valve coils. This affects the valve 
drive amplifier only, and if this voltage is limited by the 
amplifier supply voltages non-linear amplifier behaviour 
can result. Dither frequency and amplitude should be 
chosen so as not to cause amplifier voltage saturation.
The amplifier gain is expressed:
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Integrated circuits by themselves cannot normally be 
used to drive servo valves because of their limited output 
current. A useful circuit which will provide about ±  15mA 
is shown in Fig. 3. This consists of an integrated circuit 
amplifier with a booster stage to supply the necessary 
current. The booster consists of a constant current emitter 
follower. The amplifier and booster stage is in itself a 
current control system and should be designed so as to 
ensure closed loop stability and an adequately damped 
transient response.
Servo valve manufacturers supply standard amplifier 
units to drive servo valves. The components in these 
amplifiers are readily accessible and adjustments to suit 
load impedance and gain are easily made.
Initial Loop Gain Setting
The initial loop gain is set to the highest value to give 
an adequately damped transient response. An approximate 
method for obtaining this value is given by:
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Servo valve manufacturers supply standard amplifier 
units to  drive servo valves. The components in these 
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Fig. 6. Closed loop response 
(without compensation)
K =  loop gain.
T >= servo valve time constant obtained from manu­
facturer’s data.
The units of loop gain are s ' since the loop contains an 
integrating element. The loop gain is given (Fig. 4) by:
K =  R X Ka, Ka, K v Kr Kc Kl Ka3 
R =  attenuation factor of the system gain potentiometer.
Subsequent to the closed loop identification, compensa­
tion can be designed to extend the frequency response.
To check correct operation of the control system the 
pressure is set at about 5001bffin2 and with the system 
gain potentiometer at about a quarter full turn, mean 
loads are applied to the component from the static level 
control. It is important to ensure negative feedback of the 
load cell voltage. Once correct control operation has been 
established, the full 3000Ibf/in2 supply pressure can be 
used and the final adjustment of the system gain made to 
provide a well damped transient response from a step 
input (Fig. 5).
Design Example
A dynamic response from the fatigue test rig (Fig. 1, 
Part 1), was required which would substantially reproduce 
a random signal input with a frequency content from d.c. 
to 25Hz, and peak dynamic forces of 7000lbf about a 
mean tensile load of lOOOIbf.
The hydraulic power supply working pressure is 3000lbf/ 
in*. The differential area hydraulic ram has a 2-5in dia. 
bore with a lin dia. piston rod and 2in stroke. The servo 
valve is a Moog Series 22 with a rated flow of 40in3/s and 
a time constant of approximately 0-0026s. The gains of 
the loop components were given values:
K c “  2  x  lOTbf/in 
K a ,  -  2 
K a ,  =  37mA/V  
Kv ~  2-67in*/s/mA
K l . K a j  =  l-25mV/lbf
K * -- 0-22
in*
Fig. 8. (right) Open loop— closed loop conversion (contours o f
constant gain and phase of for Input KG(s)
I +  K.G (s)
i Error
K C ( S )------------------------------------ V/
Out  p u t 1
r
o
S y s t e m  f r o n t i e r  function = -2- =  -------- ‘ * -
i I +  A.G (S )
Fig. 7. Simplified operational flow diagram o f  servo system
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The total loop gain is:
K =  R x II 000 ^
Adjustment of R gave the dosed loop response shown 
in Fig. 6.
To substantially reproduce a random input signal in a 
test rig, a loop transfer function is required which has a 
flat amplitude response and a phase lag not greater than 
about 45° within the input signal frequency range. The
analyser is not available, accurate measurements of the 
voltagel feedback input signal amplitude ratio (dB) and 
phase displacement (degrees) can be made using an oscillo­
scope with time delay facilities, or from ultra-violet record­
ings of the input and feedback signals.
The open loop transfer function can be quickly derived 
from the closed loop transfer function using the Bode- 
diagram-phase-angle-Nichols-chart method. The servo 
system can be represented by the operational diagram 
shown in Fig. 7, a form which can be directly analysed 
using a Nichols chart, where K is the loop gain and G(s) 
the frequency dependence of the loop transfer function.
The flat closed loop response of Fig. 6 is plotted for 
specific frequencies on the Nichols chart, (Fig. 8), using 
the contour gain and phase lines.
The open loop response is determined by leverse use of 
the Nichols chart by reading the gain and phase for each 
frequency from the cartesian scale. This response is 
shown in the form of a Bode diagram, (Fig. 9).
Neglecting effects below 0-1 Flz where measurements 
were difficult the loop consisted of an integrator (the 
hydraulic ram) and a first order lag with a break frequency 
of about 40Hz (the servo valve). These were the only 
significant dynamics in the frequency range of interest.
To compensate for this lag a lead term is introduced 
into the control amplifier with a breakpoint frequency 
of 40Flz. This was done by paralleling the summing point 
feedback and dynamic input resistors with a capacitor. 
With a small increase in loop gain the closed loop response 
shown in Fig. 10 was achieved. Lags which are introduced 
into the measurement and control amplifiers to attenuate 
noise prevent any further extension of the frequency 
response.
4 0 0  Hi  dithe r  
Coin K -  370/1
Fig. ! 0. C losed loop response 
(w ith compensation)
servo system performance was improved to meet these 
demands by introducing electrical compensation networks. 
In force feedback systems the open loop transfer function 
is such that a simple compensating network can usually 
be employed, e.g. phase advance compensation. The 
required form of compensation is derived from the open 
loop transfer function. . . . .
For the purposes of analysis the assumption of linear 
operation can be made. The inherent integrating action of 
the servo valve/hydraulic ram combination makes it 
necessary for the open loop identification to be made 
under closed loop conditions. This was uchicved using a 
digital transfer function analyser1*1. If a transfer function
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THE APPLICATION OF ON LINE OPTIMISATION TO SPARK 
IGNITION ENGINE DEVELOPMENT
J .V.Comfort
While it is not anticipated that on line optimisation 
will in the near future be applied directly to vehicle engine 
control, its use in the automotive industry as a development 
engineer's aid is expected to become well established.
Indeed, regulations concerning vehicle exhaust emissions 
are becoming so demanding that it is impossible to foresee 
how the development engineer will be able to execute his 
duties efficiently without the aid of on line computational 
facilities, part of whose function will be optimisation.
Already in routine engine testing applications the on 
line digital computer has shown itself to be a valuable tool (2) 
Although very few computer controlled engine test installa­
tions have been commissioned the more ambitious schemes are 
sufficiently flexible to allow the running of off-line pro­
grams on a time shared basis. This facility permits the 
development of optimisation routines. A logical step forward 
from the present situation is to delegate more of the engine 
development work load to the computer, and this will necessar­
ily involve optimisation.
A further advantage in computer control of engine testing 
is that test procedures must be defined far more rigorously 
than is necessary with manually controlled testing. As a 
result decisions can now Le based upon mare reliable data and 
the subjective element in testing is eliminated. The tre­
mendous time saving in test data processing makes optimisation 
realisable where previously it would never have been attepted.
Initial studies concerned with the optimisation of 
ignition timing and air/fuel ratio to maximise output torque 
using analog computation techniques have demonstrated the 
feasibility of such an operation (1). Early investigators 
failed to point out two salient points concerning the combus­
tion process. Firstly combustion is a discrete process.
Any changes in operating conditions will not take effect until 
the combustion process is initiated, and the results of these 
changes will not manufest themselves until after the combustion 
cycle is complete. Seconding, the process is irregular, and 
any measurements associated with it may be considered as being 
contaminated by noise. This necessitates the filtering of 
output data if they are to be used in the evaluation of per­
formance criteria.
J.V. Comfort is with the I.U.I.E.C. at The University of 
Warwick.
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These two facets of the combustion process must be con­
sidered in the design of any optimisation system. The dis­
crete behaviour sets the absolute limit to optimiser speed. 
Other limitations are imposed by actuator and measurement 
dynamics as well as any other dynamic behaviour associated 
with the engine test bed and the requirement for output data 
filtering.
The most obvious application of optimisation to the 
spark ignitionA®Lse in the control of spark timing to maximise 
output torque. The application of this to an experimental 
test bed is considered.
Computer controlled engine test facility. A computer con­
trolled engine test facility has been developed at the Univer­
sity of Warwick to facilitate the study of control and optimi­
sation problems. The control programs which execute the op­
timisation described also provide alarm monitoring and auto­
matic starting and stopping of the engine In the case where 
maximal length sequence and square wave perturbations are 
applied the computer also services a d.d.c. algorithm to con­
trol dynamometer field current and maintain constant speed 
operation. Where sinusoidal perturbations are applied the 
optimisation is achieved with a small analog computer and a 
local analog speed control.
Ignition timing control. A digital system was developed to 
control ignition timing (3). The control introduced no dyna­
mics into the optimisation system, since it was possible to 
make full scale changes in ignition timing between adjacent 
firings. The mode of operation of the control is described 
with reference to fig.l. At 50° B.T.D.C. a count of each 
degree of crankshaft rotation is initiated. The count is 
converted into an analog voltage. When this voltage exceeds 
the input voltage the ignition is fired electronically and 
the counter reset and inhibited until the next count is re­
quired. Crankshaft rotation is monitored by photoelectric 
transducers.
Torque measurement. The engine output torque was measured on 
the coupling shaft between the engine and the dynamometer.
This method provided a faster measurement than from the dyna­
mometer weighing gear. A strain gauge bridge controls the 
frequency of an oscillator, both being fitted to the shaft.
The frequency signal is transmitted from the shaft via slip 
rings and demoduated. The final analog voltage measurement 
has a flat frequency response up to 10Hz, as against 0.2Hz 
for the dynamometer weighing gear.
Experimental results. Some examples of ignition timing/torque 
hills, obtained under constant speed and throttle operation, 
are shown in fig.2. The results were plotted by the computer 
during an on-line test. (In this case the torque measurements 
were derived from the dynamometer weighing gear which was fit­
ted with a potentiometer.) Although each curve has a single 
maximum, the various maxima are not sharply defined. The 
curve plotted at 1250 R.P.M. shows this tendency.
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All the methods employed formed only an estimate of the 
first derivative of the function to be maximised. The prob­
lem of measurement noise precluded the use of methods which 
utilised higher derivatives. The perturbation methods 
applied were 2 and 3-level maximal length sequences, square 
waves and sine waves.
Both the 2 and 3-level sequences were used as a means to 
determine the local impulse response. Integration of this 
impulse response yielded the step response and hence an esti­
mate of the first derivative of the function. The 2-level 
sequence had a length of 31 bits and a period of 0.6 seconds 
while the 3-level sequence had a length of 26 bits and a 
period of 0.5 seconds. The effect of perturbation amplitude 
was most marked and the results obtained with larger pertur­
bations showed a correspondingly smaller variance.
The most promising result obtained using maximal length 
sequences was obtained with the 3-level sequence. In this 
particular case the impulse response was estimated by averag­
ing over two periods of the perturbation waveform. The res­
ponse obtained with this method was estimated to have a var­
iance of 3° and Jook 12 seconds to reach the optimum with an 
adjustment of 35 .
Square wave perturbations are advantageous in so much 
as they are considerably easier to apply than pseudo-random 
sequences. Square wave perturbations were applied with 
periods of 5 and 2.5 seconds and under the same conditions the 
optimum was reached in 120 seconds. This time a smaller var­
iance of approximately 1° was ascribed to the final result.
The analog optimiser using sinussoidal perturbations was 
subject to integrator drift. When care was taken to ninimise 
the effect of this some quite encouraging results were obtain­
ed. Again under similar conditions the optimum was reached 
in 7 seconds with an estimated variance of 1 . Faster 
results were attainable, but at the expense of increased var­
iance. Fig. 3 shows the responses of 3-level xn-sequence 
and sinusoidal optimisers.
The initial studies suggest that gradient estimation 
techniques based on pseudo-random perturbations need to be 
applied with caution. Gradient estimates must be derived 
from the averaged results of several periods of perturbation.
An adequate knowledge of the noise power spectrum of the 
torque signal was deemed essential and was later obtained by 
performing a fast Fourier Transform on line. The power 
spectrum was used to predict the accuracy of the sinusoidal 
optimiser. The predicted accuracy gave favourable agreement 
with that of the system using sinusoidal perturbations. The 
power spectrum contained significant components around 1 Hz. 
These must be taken into account by any filtering system.
The bias associated with the estimates of the optimum 
under noise free conditions was evaluated for various pertur­
bation waveforms and amplitudes. This was achieved by fitting
a polynomial to the ignition timing/torque hill. Surprising­
ly large perturbation amplitudes are required to attach a 
significant biag to the estimate of the optimum. Perturbation 
amplitudes of 10 were qujte acceptable and gave rise to bias 
errors of less than 0.25 .
Further on line optimisation will apply digital filter­
ing to the torque signal from the dynamometer weighing gear, 
which in itself performs mechanical filtering. Parameter 
adjustment will be based on gradient estimates from torque 
measurements sampled over several seconds as a result of step 
perturbations. This technique is simply a formal execution 
of the methods used by the manual optimisation process.
Further studies to investigate the simultaneous optimi­
sation of ignition timing and mixture strength to minimise 
specific fuel consumption are proceeding at this time. It 
is felt that the implementation of this two parameter optimi­
sation can show a tremendous time saving compared with manual 
testing methods.
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